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The Work of F. I. Bylilkin, V. V. lordan and 1. 1. Sikorskiy

6

Besides A. S. Kudashev, who belongs to an older generation, the Kiev
had parents of means, and others earned their own ways in life.

The lat-

ter did not always succeed in bring their airplanes to completion.

A

striving arose toward combinat ion of forces, although it was temporary.
W

Many enthusiasts were fully s'atisfied with the role of participants
executors.

iind

This is how the small design collectives were put together and

how, in 1910, F. 1. Bylinkin, 1. 1. Sikorskiy, V. V. Iordan and others, stuMAL

dents at the Kiev Polytechnic Institute, worked.
Fedor Ivanovich Bylinkin

son of a wealthy merchant

--

--

worked for

three years on experiments in airplane building.
Igor Ivanovrich Sikorskiy2

-

son of a Kiev professor of psychiatry

-

was one of the organizers of a student air navigation circle at the insti-

tute.

A talented designer, having means available, he organized a produc-

tion base

--

a work shop in two hangars built by him at Khrenevka close

to Kiev.4
Voisility Vaadimirovich lordan did not have any means and brought into
any business only his creative labor.

Being an artistic craftsman and de-

signer, he helped much in creation of the first collective airplanes an
can be considered a full co-creator of some of them.

"Journal of Air Navigation" 1910, No. 13: 1911, No.2.I
"To Sport V" 1912, No. 11

"Hesaviorr Than Air", 1913, No. 14, pp 2-11
"Adler. B.P. Dovel E t of Russian Aviation Designa Before the Start
of the FirvL VOY.
war, Dssertat civ-. 146, pp 30-34#42-6- 131-007
-'

Later a very well known designer, from 1918
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emigrant

4

The students Gtegoriy Petrovich Adler, Konstantin Karlovich Ergaxit,
Anatoliy Anatoltyevich Serebrennikov, Mikhail Fidorovich Klimikseyev,
mechanic-motorist Vladimir Sergeyevich Pasyuk end others also part icipated in building the airplanes of F. 1. Sylinkin and 1. 1. Sikorskiy.
The wcork shop of 1. 1. Sikorskiy also accepted orders from outside. Thus,
-

REthe

airplanes of A.D.Karpeka which are described below, were built in it.4
The first works of F. 1. Bylinkin and 1 1. Sikorskiy did not yield
positive results.

Apparently. one of the reasons for this was the fact

that the designers during the first period of their activity worked sepalerately from the collective and even outside the student circle.
The "Bylinkin-.vright" was a reproduction of the Wight Brother's
bi-plane, but of somewhat smaller dimensions with a 25 hp "Anzani"l engine
and two Shovyortype propellers.

The lmaing gear was with wooden wheels.

The airplane was built in the autumn of 1909.

In winter its power group

was tested, but without success: the chain drives to the propellers broke.
During mne of the tests the airplane burned up due to an explosion in the
carbuiretor.
The first helicopter of Sikorskiy (S-1) was the inventorts own design,

The basic apparatus was a rectangular braced wire cage without gear;

a 25 bp "Anzanil" engine was installed on the floor, towards the center of
Lthe

cage was a drive to coaxial shafts which were made of steel tubes; onj
the shafts were two-blade rotors, the upper one with a diameter of 4.6 a
and the lower with a diameter of 5.O a.

The blades were made of steel tub-

ings with e linen covering,, braced with wire to the shifts.
Nis built in MIAY

i uly o~f 1909.

Tests were unsuccessful:

3au"

The apparatus
when the rotors

iN

operated the apparatus fell over on its side and did not rise into the air.
1the second helicopter of Sikorskiy (S-2) (fig. 30) had two three-bladed

AU

I

-

rotors, installed on the small four-sided cage with a pyramid, made of steeli
tubing and braced.

The blades had a framework

braced to the shafts.

--

spars and ribs

The engine was a 25 hp 'Anzani".

--

and werej

finished in the spring of 1910, was also not able to take off.

Its schema-

tic, not having a skewing mechanism and control organs, was unsuitable for
flight, as was proved by B. N. Yur yev in the same year.

The apparatus was

exhibited at the First Kiev Air Navigation Exposition.

~-'44
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[Fig.
30:
[The

'The Second Helicopter of I. 1. Sikorskiy

next two airplanes of F. 1. Bylinkin, V. V. lordan and 1. 1.

Sikorskiy werc built in 1. 1. Sikorskiy's work shop and were fruits of their
collective creativity.
-4-
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7This apparatus,

4

The BIS No. 1 airplane (Bylinkin, Iordari and Sikorskiy) was a twostrut biplane with a truss tail. A "Anzani" engine with a power of 15 hp
and a pusher propeller was installed on the rear edge of the lower wing,
and the seat was installed on the front edge.

Beneath the upper wing

were vertical bulkheads (against slt-ing ). Control of the height control surface was effected using a handle on the right of the pilot, and
control of the aileron was effected with a hancle located on the left of

=~the

pilot.
On this airplane, whose construction was completed in April 1910, its

•

builders learned to control.

The airplane could not fly;

the engine was insufficient.

After three weeks of controlling the airplane

the power of

was rebuilt into the next type BIS No. 2 with a more powerful "Anzanil" on-

I

gine of 25 hp.
The BIS No. 2 (fig. 31,a)1.

The dimensions of the airplane remained

the same as the previous one and only the middle cage of the wings was
strengthened. The engine was installed over the leading edge of the front
wing with a tractor propeller. The pilot's seat was behind the engine.

[Contruction of the airplane was completed

on 2 June, 1910. On another

day I. I. Sikorskiy made the first flight on it, and on the llth of June,
he accomplished a successful flight along a straight line -- 200 a in length
and 1.5 a in height with a duration of 12 seconds. The flight was completed
in the presence of the sporting commissars of the Kiev society of air navigation. The Bis No. 2 airplane was the third Russian airplane to rise into
"Air Navigation" 1910, No. 8, pp 666-668
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the air in 1910.
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a straight line, there were no power reserves and with the slightest
attempt to turn the airplane, lost height and speed.j

The Bylinkin monoplane, finished in June

July of 1910 in one model,

had two subsequent variations.

~The

initial variation of the airplane was with spoilers (fig. 321.

The braced fuselage monoplane had a trapezoidal wing, a 25 hp "Anzani"
engine, a fuselage with a triangular section about 0.4 m in height.

The

gear was the leading layout in 1910 with V-shaped struts and through axle
X----

on shock absorbers.

The profile of the wing was formed out of arcs of

circles on the top and on the bottom (of larger radius).
Vand

fuselage longerons were of spruce, round in section.

The wing spars
The spoilers

had small surfaces (about 0.2 m each) on the upper sides of the ends of
the wind, deflected upward.

During deflection the flow-pass of the cor-

responding end of the wing was deteriorated, thereby causing roll.

The

spoilers were an original device, used there for the first time in the
world, but in this case, they were not justified.

Only short hops up to

100 m in length and at insignificant height were successfully made on this
airplane.

Stable flight was not achieved, the power reserve was insigni-

ficant -4 excess drag. from the spoilers reduced it to zero.

Fig. 32:

Monoplane of F. I. Bylinkin With Spoilers

The changed vailation ,.as with aileron, to replace the spoilers.

The

ailerons, trapezoidal in plan, were fastened to the trailing edge of the
wing and con.rolled by a lever located on the right of the pilot. An anti-

-7-
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nose over beam was introduced into the gear.

In this variation, due to the

increase in wing area because of the ailerons, the airplane flew. The
flights were short, up to 200,a in length vith an altitude of up to 2 m and
a duration of about 20 seconds.

The airplane of F. I. Bylinkin was the

fourth among the number of Russian airplanes which flew in 1910.
Up to June 1910, F. 1. Bylinkin and I. I. Sikorskiy worked together.
Later, their paths diverged.

1. 7. Sikorskiy began to develop the scheme

of the BIS No. 2 airplane, F. I. Bylinkin selected a more complex schematic,
which he also realized in his own biplane in the winter of 1910 - 1911. The
biplane of Bylinkin, of glider design with the exception of the gear, was
P

very close to the BIS airplane. A RAW engine of SO hp was installed over the

-

4

leading edge of the bottom wing with its nose to the rear. The propeller was
a pusher one, behind the rear edge of the wing, with a shaft to the engine
which passed under the seat.

L

The wings were identical, rectangular, with a

span of 8.0 m and a chord length of 2.0 m. Ailerons were present on both

Fwings.

Construction of the airplane was completed in the spring of 1911, but

it did not fly:
lengthened shaft.
-

the engine worked poorly and there were difficulties in the
F. I. Bylinkin soon lost interest in aviation and turned

to automobiles.

The A4rplanes of I. I. Sikorskiy
The S-3 (fig. 31,b) was the same type as the BIS No. 2 but was somewhat

strengthened, with a 3S hp "Anzani" engine. Small wheels were added onto
the front ends'of the gear skids. The airplane was completed in November
r1910.

I. I. Sikorskiy made thirteen flights with a total duration of seven
minutes on it, of which one flight lasted for 1.3 minutes

The height of the

z

flights was taken up to 30 m, but as before, turns were not successful.
However, due to the high altitude it was possible to increase the flight
range and select a site for landing outside the limits of the field from
which the flight began.

On 13th of December 1910, gliding from a height

of 30 m, I. I. Sikorskiy made a landing on the ice of a pond.

An accident

occured, the engine went beneath the ice and the airplane was broken and
not restored.
The S-4 (fig. 31,c).

In the spring of 1910, Kiev student A. A. Gom-

berg, son of a localrich man , ordered from I. I. Sikorskiy an airplane
with a 50 hp "Anzani" engine.

According to the conditions of the order,

I. I. Sikorskiy was obliged to deliver to the purchaser an airplane, having completed two circles on it. The airplane was built in one month.

In

layout it was a repetition of the S-3 airplane, but with an incr, sed wing
area.

Ailerons on both wings were installed at a significant negative angle

to provide better lateral controllability at high angles of attack during
landing.

During tests flights in a straight line went well, but in DOcenber

of 1910, during the first flight in a circle, the engine stopped and during
the forced landing, the airplane received significant damage.
After that, it was restored, during which changes were introduced into
its design:

the span of the upper wing was increased, the trailing edges

of both wings were rounded off, the ailerons were installed in the plane

r

[

=

rof

the wings, the two control levers were replaced with a control column
and the front rollers were removed from the gear skids.

The v'ing spars were

made of ash, while up to that time they had been aspen.

The a!-plane was

exhibited during 1911 in that form at the Air Navigation Exposition in
Kharkov.

-9-

The S-S (fig. 33,a) 1Was somewhat more improved by comparison with
the preceding airplanes,

r. 1. Sikorsiy moved decisively away from the

"Anzani"l engines, which were very shaky and unreliable, and preferred the
somewhat heavier, but more reliable "Argus" S0 hp engine to them.

With

installation of this engine on the airplane, the span of the upper wing

_

was increased, a second seat and control column were installed, and struts
oun the upper wing cantilevers were introduced, which was a better solution
than the bracing in use at that time.

K

I

"'A

Y

.

fi.. -s
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Fig. 33: Sikorskiy's Airplanes Of 1911:

a-- S-S Aiiplane b-- S-6 Airplane

"Automobile and Air Navigation", 1911, No. 13, pg. 385SI

"Aero-and Auto"'wbile Life 11,1911, No. 15, 19 and 20
"Heavier Than Air', 1911, No. 13; 1912, No. 14
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Of the design features of the S-S, its gear should be noted.
ning with the reworked

Beginz

-4, in the S-S and further up to the S-7 airplane,

shock absorbers were built with additional triangles, to which the axle
was fastened.
The airplane was released in April of 1911.

A flight aldng a straight

line was immediately accomplished on it, for a duration of 22 seconds.

On

the 17th of May, I. I. Sikorskiy performed the first flight in a circle with
a landing at the take-off point.

The height was about 120 m. On the 14th

of June, several flights with a passenger were made, and there were flights
with a duration of up to half an hour with a height of up to 300 m. On the
18th of August 1911, I. I. Sikorskiy passed an examination for the title of
pilot in this airplane and established four all-Russian records:

a height

of 500 m, a distance of 85 km, a flight duration of 52 minutes and speed
relative to the eartt of 125 km/h.
Construction of the S-6 (see fig. 33,b)I was begun in August and completed in November of 1911.

Its construction preceded the first aerodynamic

tests on determination of frontal resistance of parts and components of the
airplane, which were conducted by T. I. Sikorskiy on a home-built circular
installation.
The designers took measures to see that the high quality of Russian
aviation designs won universal reCognition.

V

After the S-S airplane, the

name of I. I. Sikorskiy became well-known in Russia, and all the same, the
I "'Az Navigation Technology", 1912, No. 3 pp 168-172; No. 2
of the airplane, page 112
"Heavier
!!^.OPK Than Air", 1912, No. 1, page 2

I

--

two photos

O6, Page 11

"Sebastopol Aviation Illustrated Journal", 1912, No. 1 (48-49); No. 8

(56457).

-11-
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S-S airplaae remained only in intermediat type, and an airplane was needed

with higher, record-breaking indices.

The S-6 airplane, in layout and di-

mensions almost coincided with the S-S, but differed from it with its threeir
ring.

place gondola (the product bas located in the rear) and more careful finishThe fuel tanks were made streamlined and drawn up directly against the
upper wing, the wheel hubs were closed with alumimm discs, the covering was
carefully lacquered, and the plywood gondola and struts were polished.

@f

The

radiator, 2.5 a in length, was made of aluminum tubes with their ends pressed
into manifolds, and was installed along the upper bands of the tail truss;
it gave very low drag.

The engine was a 100 hp 'Argus".

On 29 December 1911, X. 1. Sikorskiy established the first Russian world
record for speed with

V

two sad three persons in this airplne -- 111 ka/h.

At the same time three other records were iiediately won;

the record for

speed with two passengers, records for speed on biplanes in general and Russian airplanes in particular.
The S-6 A (fig. 34) 1. In the order of further improvement of airplanes
of .is type, it remained only for the designer to eliminate the tail truss,
replacing it with a fuselage, which was done by him.

The rear end of the

gondola was cut off, and the bands of the tail truss were used as fuselage
longerons, attached to the gondola which remained without changes.

The radia-

|

tor was fastened beneath the fuselage. The covering of the fuselage was ply"Aero-and Automobile Life", 1912, No. 8, page 13; No. 20, page 14.
"Air Navigator", 1912, No. S, page 403
"Air Navigation Journal", 1912, No. 2 page 16
"Air Navigation Teclmoigy", 1912, No. 3, page 168-172 ;No. 6, 372
"Heavier Than Air", 1912, No. S, page 19; No. 8,page 9
-12-
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a

wood 4 m thick, and that in the tail part was 3

The tail em-

thick.

pennage remained without changes, as in the S-6 airp3Ane.

The upper wing

was increased in span, the cantilevers were supported by two struts each
and the ailerons on the lower wing were ellinated. Wire braces were made
in pairs with wooden slats laid between them and both wound with tape
(for streamlining).
half due to this.

The resistance of the braces was decreased by almost
The length of the upper wing was 9.67

,

Fig. 34:

S-6 A Airplane

Testing of the airplane again in March of 1912.
and

.5

Depending on the load

umber of passengers its speed fluctuated from III up to 120 ka/h with

a load of up to 4S0 kg.

On the 14th of March , I. I. Sikorskiy accomplished

a record flight with four passengers ( S persons on board ) with a speed of
106 ka/h.

In the April the airplane was shown at the Moscow Air Navigation

rExposition,

L

L

where I. I. Sikorskiy received a large gold medal for it.

Then

the airplane was shipped to Peterburg, where its testing continued.
In
April of the same year, I. I. Sikcrskiy was invited to the RussoBaltic Railway Car Plant as chief designer "n the aviation department, which
in 1912 was re-based from Riga to Peterburg. Here he immediately set about
building a new airplane for participation in the International Competition

=of

the Russian Military Office, taking as the basis his S-6A airplane.
-13-
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82/
Airplanes of the Russo-Baltic Railway Car Plant (RBVZ) in 1912-1914
These included airplanes which released by the aviation department of
the Russo-Baltic railway car plant in Peterburg under the direction of I.I.
Sikorskiy.

The technical personnel of the new department were comprised

primarily of the Kiev designers K. K. Ergant, M. F. Kliuikseyev, Al..A.
Serebrennikov,AoS. Kudashev,G.P. Adler and others who moved to Peterburg
at the invitation of 1. 1. Sikorskiy.
Therefore, it is fully understandable that their work at the RBVZ
was a continuation of their work in Kiev.

Over two years up to twenty

test airplanes were put out, among which were airplanes which were the
largest in the world.
The S-6B airplane (fig. 47,a).

The layout, dimensions and design

of this airplane were inignificantly changed by comparison with the C-6A
airplane.

Braking hooks to shorten the runout were installed on the rear

ends of the gear skids, and a semicircular faiTing was made between the
two seats.

The gear was initially the same as in the S-6A, but in view

of the prejudice accumulated at that time among military pilots against
single-axle gear, they were replaced with a four-wheel gear.
A 100 hp "Argus" engine was installed on the airplane with a device
for starting it from the pilot's seat.

The airplane was released in July

of 1912 and won first place at the Military Competition for Airplanes.
"Air Navigation Technology", 1912, No. 8-9, page 534 (diagram).
"Air Navigation Journal", 1912, No. 12 Page 16
"Air Navigator", 1913, No. 4, Page 303
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It showed a speed of 113.3 km/h with a load of 327 kg (before reworking
the gear, the speed was 123.1 1c/h with a load of 442 kg).

_r

-is-

V

The S-7 airplane (see fig. 47,b)1 was built for a competiticn formed
for this designer's group (G. P. Mler, B. V. Volyanskiy and others), it

consisted of parts of the S-6A airplane and was designed for a 70 hp
"Gnome" engine.
The S-7 airplane was a two-place monoplane with a gear like the S-6A,
a fuselage of plywood on an ash frame, wings with ailerons, and empennage
7

like on the S-bB, without a vertical stabilizer ad having a frame type
control column.
The airplane was put out in July of 1912 and participated in the com-

petition, but due to breakage of the gear, it did not complete the competition program.

Later it was sold to Bulgaria, where it was sent into the

2a

theatre of military operations

The S-8 ("Malyutka" ["Pigy']) airplane (see fig. S0,a) 3 was a biplane trainer with a 50 hp "Gnome" engine. The pilot's aid student's seats
were located side by side, and behind them was the wide semi-circular fairing

of the upper side of the fuselage.

The pedal concrols were dua! and

the control colua was single, moving along a frwae in flight.
part of the fuselage was made of 3-2.5 a

The front

plywood on an ash frame, assembled

[~with wood screws and furniture glue and the tail part was linen with wire
bracing.
The wing ce]ls, of the S.6A type, have three struts with slanted braces
an the oiutar _nsIli of the upper wing.

1

The lower wings lacked 0.5 m of

"Air Navigation Technology, 1912, No. 8-9, pp. 575-576
"Air Navigation Journal", 1912, No. 12, page 17
Notes of K. K, Ergant (Central House of Aviation and Astronautics in

the M. V. frunze.
"3Aro-ant
Automobile Life", 1912, No. 23
-16-
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reaching the fuselage, forming spaces for vision dowward.
gear and empennage were of the S-6A type.

The landing

The speed was 80 ke/h.

In

this airplane, I. I. Sikorskiy, on September 17, 1912, perforned a night
flight with a duration of L.S hours at an altitude of 1500 a with a .iding by the light of bon fires at the Komendantskiy airport in Petersburg.
The S-9 ("Krugli)'

["round"]) airplane (see fig. 47,c) is interesting

in that in it a fuselage design of the monocoque type was accomplished for
the first time in Russia.
braced center wing.

The layout of the airplane was that of a wire

The fuselage had a round section and was made of ply-

wood on a pine and ash frame without glued sections, since the tail part
Iforming

it was straight.

The thickness of the plywood *as from 5 ,m in

the front part to 3 = in the tail.

The airplane was three-place.

The

wings, almost rectangularly shaped in plan, were well joined with the fuse-

L

Iwith

lae with fairings.

The braces, load-bearing and reverse, were wire pairs

slots between them and with wrapping.

The lower parts of the landing

gear arcs were steel, hollow-bodied, welded out of sheets, and
ash with a streamlined seztion.

[1913.

taight

--

The airplane was released in the sprinr of

Regardless of its improved layout aad design, it proves to be unsuc-

cessful.

Its 100 hp "Gnome" engine yielded an actual 80 hlp, the monocoque

came out being heavier than calculated and all dimensions of the airplane
were increased somewhat.

Flight weight turned out to be nearly 1000 kg.

Even with a "Gnome-Nonosupap" engine, the airplane did not attain the speed
of 100 ka/h and after test flights, work on it was stopped.
The S-10 airplane.

Nearly sixteen airplanes which were similar in type

and their modifications with various engines, land and sea planes were united
under this name.

According to layout and design, they differed l1ttle from

-17-
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the S-6B airplane and were three-and four-strut biplanes.

Their seaplane

variations are described belou.

The S-10 1913 competition airplane was especially built for the military competition with consideration for its rielatively complex requirements.
The S-10 was in the essence of the latter "weakened" variation of the S-6B
airplane.

The engine was replaced with one which was smaller in power (an

80 hp "Gnome"),

and the load-bearing surfaces were increased due to the

strength of the design.

The span of the upper wing was increased up to

16.9 m and the outer wings were folding and could be dropped during storage.
Between the lower wings and the fuselage was a space of 0.45 m for vision
downward.

Two seats were located side by side and the control column swung

from one pilot to the other.
At the competition the S-10 airplane (fig. 48,a) gave the following
indices:

maxi..

speed 99 km/h, stall speed 67 k/h, time of climb to 500 a

of 5 minutes 20 seconds, take-off run 80 m, roll-out 60 m, loading weight
444-525 kg.

On 25 September 1913, the pilot G. P. Alekhnovich flew more

than 500 km in this airplane without a landing, and remained in the air four
hours 56 minutes and 12 seconds.

This was an all-Russian record

On the whole, the S-10 airplane won the highest number of points, al-

Fthough as a

ilitary one, it lagged behind the S-6A and S-6B airplane, pos-

sessing neither their speed nor their maneuverability.
ratio of 4S-48% was absolutely exclusive.

However, its load

During the next year, this example

1 "Air' Navigation Teclnology", 1913, No. 9-10, pp 440-450
"Air Navigator", 1913, No. 12, page 871
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Of the S-10 Was reworked for the 100 hp, tGnobe~14nosupapt' engine and sent

to the front.

With this, the wing span was decreased by one arch and be-

came 13.68 m for the upper wing, and the Zinensional area of the wings be_

came 3S.5 a2 insteadof 46 a

a)z,

7

-.

KFig.

fteproducfdIo

&oi

48: S-10 Airplanes:

a-- S-10 Copetition Airlan
c--S-0ArpanewihArlane

b--tbi

copyAipln

b0- h-p Enian

o th conecingcomponents of the wing spars (flat plates) it
simpiciy

"Air Navigation Technology", 1913, No. 9-10, pp. 440-450
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was always possible to install these arches and their strut again. The
outer panels were fastened on hinges and could be lowered for convenience
in storage.

The engine was a 125 hp "Anzani" (actally tO0 hp). The speed

and ceiling of the airplane in this variation were significantly higher
than in the previous airplane, but nevertheless its indices did not give
basis for expecting success at the competition.

Therefore, its testing was

not brought to completion, although pilot G. P. Alekhnovich established an
this alti3420 a on this airplane, and from
-record
altitude
all-Russian

tude glided from Krasnoye Selo to the Korpusniy airport. Later, the "Anand in August of 1914, the
"Gnome-Monosupap"
a
by
replaced
was
engine
zani"
airplane was installed on floats.

The S-10 airplane with the 100 hp "Argus" engine (see fig. 48,c)

was

released in 1913 in two non-identical models with three-and with four- strut
1150 kg, including a load
box wings, with which the flight weight reached

weight of 500 kg (a load ratio of up to 44%).
One S-10 airplane %as with a 100 hp "Gnome-Monosupap" engine and a twostrut box wing.
The S-11 '%&alf-round"

airplane (fig.

49,a)

2

a braed

idwing airplane,

IA

built with consideration for the requircments of the 1913 competition, was
a developmewt of the "round" airplane in the direction of lightning, decreasing dimensions and replacing the monocoque with a braced fuselage.
gine wrs a "Gnome4fnosupap" with a 100 hp.

i

The en-

In the wings there were origin-

ally ailerons with rigid control, into whose system went steel tubes, working
TsGVIA [Central State Archives of Military History], f. 813, d. 14112,1.155
"Aero-and Automobile Life", 1913, No. 18 p 13
[A
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on torsion and passing through the wing from the root to the aileron,
After the competition, the ailerons were replaced with warping. since they
were small.

The linen was covered with airplane lacquer, and along it was

oil lacquer.

The gear axle was made of steel tubing wit!' ash plug-beneath

the struts.
V

j

The airplane's center of gravity was approximately one third

the wing chord.
The airplane was designed for the purpose of reconnaissance.

The

seating was side by side and control was only from the left seat. At the
competition the airplane received second prize, having showed the data:
maximum speed of 102.3 km/h, stall speed of 71.6 km/h, time of climb to

9;

500 m of 6 minutes, 15 seconds, take-off roll of 77 m and rollout
Mhe S-12 airplane (see fig. 49,b)

of 55 m.

was a lightened variation of the

S-I airplane, built upon the suggestion of the pilot, G.V. Yankovskiy
as a trainer, of smaller dimensions with a "Gnome" 80 hp engine and a fly-

i

ing weight of 681 kg. This was the first airplane of Russian design in
which in September of 1913, G. V. Yankovskiy performed the
loop on it he established an all-Russian altitude record -- 3680 m. The
S-12 airplane proves to be successful, and was built in a small series
(10-12 copies) with a "Rhone

W:

"

80 hp engine;

it served in units of So-

viet aviatiLm during the civil war right up to 1922.
-

2

The "Russian Champion" Airplane4
The "Russian Champion" was the first four-engined airplane in the
STsGVIA[Cotral State 1Mflitary Historical
f. 2008, op 1, d. 512. 11. 226, 259.
2 "Heavier Than Air", 912, No. 14

Archives ]

3
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world, the first-born of heavy aviation. The history of its creation is
such. After refusal of the military department to accept the S-6B airplane into the inventory, the plant management allowed I. I. Sikorskiy to
build on the order of an expeviment a "large airplane for strategic reFconnaissance". The product was developed and a nimber of investigations
were conducted in aerodynamic laboratories, during which installation of
both two and four engines on the airplane was provided beforehand.
The airplane, originally called the "Grand-Baltic" (sometimes called
the "Grand" and "Large Baltic"), was built at the RBVZ in the winter of
j
1912-1913 in a situation where even aviation specialists did not believe

74
in the possibility of flight of a large airplane with several engines.
In March of 1913, the airplane was shipped to the Komendantskiy Airport.
50,a,d

Initially, two "Argus" 100 hp engines were installed on it (fig.
Table 10, page 212).

by I. I. Sikorskiy.

On 2 (15) March, the "Grand" was first tested

The flight was conducted successfully, although it was

clear that the 200 hp output of the engines was insufficient.

L

The ceiling

of the "Grand" did not exceed 100 m. Immediately after the first tests,
two more "Argus" engines were installed on it in tandem with the first one
1

(see fig. S0,c) since the designers feared the appearance of strong torsional moments in a case of failure of the engines on one side.

For this reason,

two directional rotors were made with a convexe-concave profile (like in
the wing) with the convex side outward, thereby providing a restoring moment
on the rotor in the flow of the propeller.
and there were no vertical stabilizers.

Thu rotors had horn compensation,

The first flights of the four-engine

airplane, begiring on 10 Mrch 1913, showed that these fears were infotmdd.
Upon stoppage of any of the engines, the airplane normally performed turns in
-22-
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d
mthe
irection of the working engines.

7!s

After this, I. 1. Sikorskiy bravely

set all four engines in a line with tractor propellers, adding with this
more

rotors (fig. 51).

This was still more advantageous

because it increased the overall thrust of the air propellers, since with
the rear propellers in tandem,
P

as is known, the thrust is always less than

that of the front ones.
The first flight of the airplane with four engines installed in a row
was conducted on 23 July 1913.

The airplane responded to the rotors remark-

ably when two engines on one side were shut down.

The vitality of this lay-

out, the basis for all multiengine airplanes, was proved.

The "Grand" air-

plane was at this time remained "the Russian champion".
Over a year, 1. I. Sikorskiy made scores of flights on this airplane,
including a number of flights ove:r the vicinity of Petersburg with duration
of up to one hour and 54 minutes with seven passengers on board, establishing
with this a world record (on 2 August 1913).
success was total.

There were no accients and

I I. Sikorskiy was awarded the rank of engineer.

The dimensions and weight of the "Russian Champion" exceeded by approximately double all those which were then in airplane building technology:
the span of the upper wing was 27.0 m, the area of the upper wing was 70 m 2 ,
that of the lower was 50 m 2 and flying weight was nearly 4200 kg (see Table
10).

In layout, it was sort of a. enlarged S-6B airplane, but due to the

absence of staggering of the engines and a long fuselage, the center of gravity of the airplane was located behind the wing cell, and its empennage
was made to be load-bearing and significant in dimensions.
could be called the biplane-monoplane-tandem.
-23-

This layout

For that time it was the best

in that airplanc.
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wing cell was four-strut, and the wings were two-spar with a
The spars were box type, their walls

profile with a rise of 1/21.

out of 5 mm plywood and their floors out of pine, 18-20 mm in thickness.

V

The height of the spars was 90 am, and their width was 50 mm;
assembled with furniture glue and brass screws.

they were

The ribs had walls of

8 mm plywood and floors out of pine laths 20x8 mm in section with a

A

i

groove 3 mm deep for Zastening the plywood walls in them with glue and
*

nails, driven through the floor into the edge of the plywood wall.
covering of the linen was enamelite

airplaue dope).

The

The bracing was

3-3.5 m piano wire.
The fuselage consisted of a four-sided box construction, made of
Kostovich arborite.

The fuselage longerons were ash, 40x40 mm in section

in the middle part, the thickness of the arborite was 4 nm, and braces and
laths were pine.

The width of the fuselage in the front part was 1.4 m

with a gradual decrease to 0.6 m in the tail.

The height at the nose and

middle parts of 0.9 m went down almost to zero at the tail.

The fuselage

was very thin and therefore had to be strengthened with tie rods having
tension members above and below out of 3.5 nmm piano wire.
k

The nose part
U

of the fuselage formed an open balcony, behind which went the enclosed
glass cabin 5.75 m in length and 1.85 m in height, projecting over the
fuselage.

In the cabin, in front were two seats for the pilots, and be-

hind them was a glass bulkhead with a door into the passenger compartment
of the cabin, closed with an arborite fairing.
several woven seats and a table;

In the cabin there were

visibility from it was not excepi ional.

..i5w-- the fir-st l rge encaosed cabin on on airplane in the world.
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Igor Ivanovich Sikorskiy
The gear of the "champion" was relatively cumbersome.

Two four-wheeled

carriages (with two pairs of wheels on each) were fastened between the skids
on bungee

cord showk absorbers and a system of guy wires.

without failure.

The gear worked

Besid5es the carriages, the load-bearing braces of the wing

cell, inserted in an addition to the crosses of the braking between the wings,
were fastened to the gear skid.

Control of the airplane was with two columns

and pedals and it was transmitted with cables.
0.6 me brass.

The fuel tanks were made of

Tube radiators were installed along the sides of the

inboard

engines.
The "Russian Chmpion" did not exist for long.

On 11 September 1913,

at the 3rd Competition fort Xilitary Airplanes an engine from the "Miller-Il"
airplane, flying above it, tore loose and fell on its left wing cell, seriously damaging it.

After this, the airplane was not restored, because its wood

had already had time to get wet and dubts arose as to its strength.
The role of the "Russian Champion" airplane in the history of aviation
is great.

It was the prototype for all future heavy airplanes with engines

installed in a row on the wing, regardless of their layout.

The airplane was

-26-
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successful and served as an example for the great and fully earned national
pride.

A direct continuation of it was the "Ii ya

furomets"

air-

plane, construction of the first copy of which was finished in October of
1913 (see page 191).
119/

Seaplanes of i. I. Sikorskiy
The S-Sa

airplane, a two-float seaplane (fig. 73,a, see Table 11) was

built at the end of 1912 on the order of the naval department for a "Gnome"
60 hp engine.

According to type and layout the machine was similar to the

S-6 A airplane, but with a three-strut wing cell which was decreased by one
section, with two stepless floats and a third float -- a cylinder beneath
the tail.

The width of the fuselage was decreased slightly toward the tail,

but its height was reduced almost to zero.

However, due to the plywood con--

struction, the fuselage generally possessed sufficient rigidity, although:-,
it was less than a fuselage of normal dimensions.
at the Grebniy Port

in Petersburg.

The airplane was tested

G. P. Alekhnovich flew in it.

The

engine power proved to be insufficient, the airplane was not accepted by the

The S-Sa

single float seaplane (see fig. 73,d) 2 . This airplane, about

which very little information has been retained, was a second variation of
the S-Sa airplane on a single-float gear with outrigger float. beneath the
wings and a tail cylinder.

-

"Air Navigation Technolo1

The main float had the same outline as the two
,

1912, No. 10 page 574

'!Heavier Than Air", 1912, No. 14
2"Aero-and Automobile Wiell, 1913, No. 10 page IS
"Air Navigatoet, 1913, No. 9
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outriggers- but was double width.

The

flow better than the "Curtis" or "Farman-XVI", was accepted by

RFEairplane
It

The engine was a 80 bip "Gnome".

i~Li

the naval office as a scout plane and was sent to Rivo in September 1914.
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"Argus" 100 hp engine, built in the summer of 1913 (see fig. 73,c).
The plane looked like an S-Sa twofoa, diflering by the seats shiftAdditional struts ran from the

ad aft and more bulbous fuselage belly.

motors to the floats, tube radiators were placed along the fuselage sides,

Iand

Ii

a vertical stabilizer was introduced.

rn outline, the floats were copies

of those on the 5-Sa, but were larger, a water rudder, among the first in

the world, was installed abaft the tail cylinder on the rudder post. This
serUij also includes a sixth S-10 copy with a 115 hp "Argus't engine, con-

verted from a landplane.A
Navy fliers did not like the S-10 airplane such because of their open-

zI

ess and lack of strength and especially feared their very thin and flexing
tails.

However they did not break apart in the air and one case was even

noted when the pilot 1.I.DKal'nev, flying this airplane on 15 December 1913
in Libav performed flight in an inverted position, floats upward, at an
altitude of 300-400 n and came out of it normally2
Airplanes of the Russo-Baltic Railway Car Plant in 1914-1917
rA

159/

Those include five airplanes and their modifications, built at theV
IBVZ siultaneously with the ")arometses".
ThS-XVI (S-16) airplane (fig. 92,a) 3

This was a single-strut two-

place biplane with side-by-side seating, 80 hp "Gnome" engine, a relatively
large v'ing area, and a farman type gear.
2
the upper wing was increased by 2 an

on

the -Iowtr wing were

Oni one model with a 60 bp "Kalep"

With this,

e~insted, and the

ones

the
on

aileronsthe upperFl

2TsGVIA f.843, d.141120 1. 155
S"Aero"l, 1914, No. 1, page 21; "Air Navigation Technology", 1914, No.2-3
3TsGYW, F.369, op.8, d.72, 11. 13,14,18-22,25; d.54, 11. 4-6, f.493,op.4,
d.414, 11.30-4-30S. f.2003, op.2, d.623, 11. 38,41,121,12S; op.3, d.628,
1. 169; f.200, op. I, d.47, 1.34
I.M.Kotskin. notebook of 1917, Scientific and Memorial tkusuan of N. Ye
Zluakovskiy
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were greatly enlarged.

Its armaxent consisted of a synchronized machine

Z--,-gm and some times another movable machine guni, directed backward was also

:

installed.
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There was a float version, but it did not justify itself.
The S-XV1I (S-17) airplane

was a two-place two-strut reconnaissance

biplane with spaces between the lover wings and fuselage (for visibility)
and the overall appearance was similar to the S-lOA.

The engine was a "Sun-

1S0 hp. Two models were built at the end of 1915 and during the
FA
middle of 1916 they were sent to the Front. This airplane, like the twin
beam

"of

were then called "fighters".
2
The S-XVIII (S-18) airplane (fig. 93) was a two-place four-strut bi-

engine S-18 following it,

plane with two "Sunbeam" engines of 150 hp cach installed in the lover wing
as pushers.
The gunner's cockpit wa.s in front.

The fuselage was covered with ply-

There was clearly no room for a second gunner firing backward in this

wood.
layout.

The purpose of tJ'~e airplane according to the project was "to carry

to the service a fighter..... to deliver swift blows to the enemy who is
flying on our tarritory.
E;

...

."

.Due

quality of the "Sunbeam"
to the i4,-.

engines, tie airplane cannot even lift off the ground vith a full ioad. ;fikw
"GnnWI80

?)engines were installad in two tandems.

In general, the test-

ing dragged o'n, and the airplane arrived at the front only in May of 1917.
The S-XIX (S-19), "twin-tail") airplane (see fig. 29,b) 3 was a twin
fuselage biplane with tandem installation of two "Sunbeam" engines of 100
lip each on the center part of the lower wing with a frontal radiator which

I-

was coinon for both engines.

Th. fuselages were four-sided, plywood, withI-

TsGVIA, f. 2003, op. 2, d.623, 11. 89, 289, d. 624, 1. 179
K.K. Ergant, notes, Central House of Aviation Imeny N4.V. Fr
2TsOVIA f. 369, p.$ d. 54, 11.17-18; d.72, 11.13,14,2S,34;I
f.493,op.ls, d,10, YLISl (drawing) 36;
i.2009, op.1, 4.29S, 1.57, 4.a02, 1.110; d.512,1.100.

U:

TsGVIA f.2499, op 1, d.S12, 1.100

BELi

r
a tight cabin in the nose part of each one.

f

The horizontal stabilizer

laid on the fuselages, and the two elevators were separated by a large

rotor with horn compensation.

There was no armament.

The purgpose of

the airplane was unclear and its flight qualities were determined.

The

airplane was built on the order of the War Office, which apparently wanted
K

to reproduce something from the German twin-tail airplanes.
71he S-XX (S-20) airplane (see fig. 92,c)
first with a "Gnome-44onosupap"
engine.

was a single place fighter

100 hp, and then with a " Rhone

"

120 hp

The upper wirg, carrying the ailerons, exceeded the lower ones

somewhat in chord and span.

The airplane was built in September of 1916

in five copies. This was a very good airplane and in speed it exceeded
all "Neuports", lagging somewhat behind only the tVickers". The S-XX
airplane, in its design and data was on the level of the very leading

[equipment

of 1916-1917.

remained almost unknown.

Unfortunately, it was not built in series and
Its float variation was not finished.

11
TsGVIA f.2003, d.623, 11.88, 289; d.624, 1.179,f.2008, d.492, 1.32;
-.

d. 630, 1.54

1
1
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BONER AIRPLANES

191/

"Il'1ya Muromets" Airplanes
The layout anid design of the "Il'ya ?'uromets" airplane.

The large

four-engine airplane of the Russo-Baltic Railway Car Plant released folloving after the "Russian Champion"l vas named the "Il'ya Hu.romets"' and
this name became the collective name for a whole class of heavy airplanes,

sian Champion" in which only the overall layout of the airplane and its
wing cell with installation on the lower wing of four engines in a row
remained essentially unchanged.

The fuselage was principally new:

for

the first time in world technology, it was made as a solid whole without
projection of the cabin, with a four-sided section, height greater than
that of a man and without tie rods strengthening.
occupied1 by the cabin.

Its front part was

The Ilya Huromets" was the prototype for all

further military and civilian airplanes with a fuselage which included
*

L

the cabin in the streamline body.

1TsGV1A f.369,op.8, d.72, 11.1-4, 13-14,29-37; op.16, d.489, 11.17-56;
f.463, (
,d.48810 11.42,223-228 (Technical conditions for
procurement of IN [Il'ya )&zromets) airplanes); f.493, op.4,d.424,
11.63,66,80,144; d.441tll.217-218; d.160,11.168-169; op.7, d.92,11.1-10;
op.1l, d.10, 11.186,202,235,255-256; d.5S, 11.60-68,73-75; d.2126,
11.9,22-24; 1.3454, 1.45.2
TSGASA f.29,op.13, d.427 ; L.N.Pinne, the Russian Air Knights of I.1.
Sikorskiy,Belgrade, 1930; G.P.'Adler, the development of ruisian avidtion
design up to the First World War, dissertation 1946, pp 177-184;
V.F.Naydenov, airplanes, Pgd, 1915, p.297; "Air Navigation Technology",
1916, No.4-S, pp 105-107; "tTo Sport !", 1914, No.5l p.17; "Aero-and
Automobile Lifet, 1914, No. 1,4,S,8 ; .14. Kostkin, notebooks stored
in the scientific-memorial musuem of N. Ye. Zhukovskiy
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Fig. 115,116:

First "Il'ya b4uromets" Airplane (Plant 107) With
a Middle Wing and "Equipment-t4achine-Qin Platform"
in Front of the Fuselage

A number of improvements in the design of the airplane allowed the
F

achievement of significantly better results with the same four "Argus"
100 hp engines as in the "Russian Champion":
of the airplane was twice as high.

the load weight and ceiling

The wing area of the first "lairomets"

(182 m2) exceeded the wing area of the "Champion" by 1-1/2 times, but
its empty weight was only a little higher.

The cabin length was 8.5 m,

its width was 1.6 m and its height was up to 2 m.
It is interesting that the designers did not iimediately move to the
rfinalized

layout for the airplane.

The initial airplane had one additional,

middle, wing with cabanes for fastening its bracing between the wing cell
and empennage, and additional skids ("middle undercarriage") were made
beneath the fuselage (figs. 11S and 116).

[

~cell

At first even a whole biplane

was installed (upon the suggestion of K. K. Ergant) and the first

-35-
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flights were made in this form. However, the additional wings did not
justify themselves, the load capacity was not increased due to this, and
they were removed.
A platform with handrails remained from the removed middle wings,
Vand

it was possible to stand on it during flight (fig. 117).

A---

Fig. 117:

IloYa Muromets" Airplane Clst Copy) on Skis

There was initially still another feature in the configration of
the airplane.

Considering the military pur.ose of the 'Mroets" and

proposing to use for its armament a 37 mm cannon and two machine guns,

~the
-=~

;

designers installed on the middle skids of the undercarriage a "armmerit

wd

Tchine gun platfor"
A~
- locating it in front of the fuselage nose

and a meter below it, almost at the ground itself when at rest (see fig.

*1m
116).

The gunner had to crawl onto to this platform from the cabin during

flight.

The platform was guarded with handrails.

it was eliminated.

-36-

Later (after the series)

I

.

The layout of all 'f4uromets" was in general, identical (fig. 118)

--

a six-strut biplane with a very large span and length (up to 14 on the upper wing).

The four inboard struts were grouped together in pairs and

the engines, standing completely in the open, without fairings, were inbetween the pairs.

tstalled

V

Access was provided to all engines in flight,

for which a plywood walkway with wire handrails ran along the lower wing.
There were many examples when this saved the airplane from the forced
landing.

On some airplanes, the four engines were installed in two tandems,

and in some cases, the training

l4hromets" had a total of two engines. The

design of all "1&romets" was also almost identical for all types and series.

]

Its description is given here for the first time.
The wings had double spars.

The span of the upper one was about 24 to

34.5 m, and that of the lower one was 17-27 m respectively.
chord was from 2.3 to 4.2 m.

Length of the

The total surface of the wings, depending on

2

their dimensions, was from 120 to 220 m .
of 12 and 60% of the chord length.

The spars were placed at a mean

The thickness of the wing profile amounted

to from 6% of the chord in the more narrow wings and to 3.5% of the chord in
the wider ones.

The wing profile was constructed primitively (see fig. 1SO).

Their upper and lower contours were parallel from the leading edge to the
aft spar and described an arc of a circle.

From the aft spar the lower con-

j

tour of the profile went approximately along a straight line to the trailing
edge.

The leading edge of the profile was described with a semicircle.

The

arch of the~Iprofile was 1-22 - 1-24.
The spars were of box construction.

4
Their height was 100 m (sometimes

90 m), their width was SO mm, and the thickness of the plywood walls was 5 mm.
The thickness of the caps changed from 20 m in tho wing center section to
-37-
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at the wing tips.

The material of the cap was initially imported

Oregon pine and spruce, and later common pine.

Shelves of hickory wood

were built into the spars of the lower wing beneath the engines. The
spars were assembled with furniture glue and brass screws. Sometimes a
third spar was added to the two, behind the rear one, to which the ailerons
were fastened.

The bracing crosses were identical, located on a single

level and made out of 3 mn piano wire with tighten.s. The wing ribs were
simple and strengthened, with thickened caps and walls, or sometimes with
double walls out of 5 m plywood, with very large elongated holes for weight
reduction, and the caps were made out of pine laths, 6x20 mm with u slot
2-3 mm in depth, into which the wall rib went. Assembly of the ribs wad
done with furniture glue and nails.

The rib spacing amounted to 0.3 m

throughout. As a whole, the design of the wings was light.

F

The sections of the wing cell struts were teardrop-shaped, l20x4C mm,
with a decrease toward the ends to 90x30 mm. On later types of the "Muro-

L

mets" these dimensions were larger. The struts were made out of pine, glued
up out of two halves and were hollow. The thickness of the strut material
after milling was 9 -

in the middle struts (at the engines) and 8 and 7 mm

in the remaining ones. The end angle braces of the upper wing were of the

[same

section.
Wing cell braces were made out of piano wire (3.5-3 m) and almost all

were paired

--

out of two wires with a lath 20 mm wide inserted between them

and wrapped with tape on glue.

The tighteners in all braces were installed

on the lower ends of them. An adjacent pair of tighteners was fastened to
an intermediate eye, which in turn was fastened by a bolt to a cut fitting

Fin

the strut base.

Secondary braces were single, but the more heavily loaded
-38-
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ones were also made triple.
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x

I

4

SFig.

118:

Layout of the "Illya Muromets" Type C Airplane, 191S

The wings were made to come apart along the span. The upper one
usually consisted of seven parts:
:

,

a center section, two intermediate parts

on each half-span and two end panels;

the lower one consisted of four parts

Assembly components were box-type, welded and made of soft steel ( do
•

~40
"/

).As in all other parts in the airplane, they were a very sim-i

ple and expedient design. 44n)y components consisted of the simplest flat
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r
plates. Assembly of the units with wooden parts was done on bolts with
inch thr-ad. The larger bolts were conic (see fig. 151) with hexagonal
heads, beneath wbich the bolt diameter uas 12-14 m, and at the end it

I
7

was 8 .
The design of the fuselage was braced with a linen covering on the
tail part and with a plywood (3 m) covering on the nose part.

~part

The front

of the cabin was originally curved ad glued out of veneer sheet,

1

and in later 'Maromets" it was multi-sided with a simultaneous increase
in the glassed surface.

Part of the glassed panel opened.

The fuselage

centers in later types of the "Nromets" reached 2.5 a in height and 1.8 .
in width. The cabin volume reached 30 .3.
The fuselage frame consisted of four ash longerons SOXSO m in section
in the front cnd middle parts ($5x35 m
pieces was done with miter

K

tape.

at the tail).

Joining of longeron

joints with ftrniture glue and wrapping with

The lateral elements of the frame are manufactured of pine and the

braces were made out of piano wire, doubled throughout.
cabin was lined with plywood.
thickness.

The inside of the

The floor was made of plywood up to 10 m in

In the floor aft of the pilot's seats, there was usually a win-

dow with a thick glass for aiming devices.

On the left side (or on both)

behind the lower wing was a draw-away entry door.

In the later types of

the Miromets" the fuselage was detachable behind the wing cell.
The horizontal stabilizer of the Maromets" was load-bearing and had
relatively very large dimensions -- up to 30% of the area of the wings,

~which

is rarel'., encountered in airplane construction.

The profile of the

horizontal stabilizers with the elevators are similar to the profile of the
-40-
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wings, but thinner.

The stabilizer had two spars, the spars were box-

type, rib spacing was 0.3 a and the rim was pine.

The stabilizer was

divided into independent halves, fastened to the upper longerons of the
fuselage, to a four-sided cabane and to the top of the hook pyramid.

The

braces were wire and single.
There were usually three elevators: a center main one and two side
ones.

With the appearance of the rear firing point the side rotors were

spread widely along the stabilizer, increased in dimensions and fitted
with overhang co.pensation, and the middle rud'erwas eliminated.
The ailerons were present only on the upper wings, on its outer panels.
Their chord cowprised 1-1.5 m (from the rear spar).

The control surface

levers had a Idngth of 0.4 n, and sometimes special tubing with braces up
to 1.5

long were added to these levers.

The undercarriage of the "tzromets" was fastened beneath the inboard
engines and consisted of paired N-shaped struts with skids, in the spans
of which were fastened wheels in pairs on short axles with rubber bungeecord shock absorption on hinged shoes.

The eight wheels were coupled in

pairs with leather. A dual wheel with a very wide rim was obtained.

The

undercarriage was unnaturally low, but everyone was convinced that the unusually high, for the pilots, undercarriage might be a reason for an accident during a landing due to the difficulty in determining the distance
from the ground.
The tail hook consisted of an ash beam with a section at the support of
80x100 m

and a length almost the height of aman. The upper end of the

hook was fastened to a lateral fuselage brace with rubber bungee cord, and
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on the lower end with a skid plate of considerable dimensions.

In the

first 11bromets" there were two parallel tail skids of smaller dimensions.
At rest, the fuselage occupied an almost horizontal position in view
of this the wing was set at the very high angle of 8-9". The position of
The

the airplane during the flight was almost the same as on the ground.
angle of installation of the horizontal empennage was 5-6".

Therefore,

even with the unusual layout of the airplane with the position of its center of gravity aft of the wing cell, there was a positive longitudinal

V

of about -7"in it and the airplane was stable.
The engines were installed on low vertical frames or on bes, con-

k

sisting of ash shelves and braces, sometimes protected with plywood.

A

The fuel tanks -- brass, cylindrical, with sharpened streamlined ends,
were usually suspended under the upper wing.
times served as oil tanks.

The nose par s of the. some-

A

Sometimes the fuel tanks were flat and were

j

located on the fuselage.
Control of the engines was separate and comom.

Besides the levers

for controlling the throttle of each engine, there was one common
lock

4

"

auto-

" lever for simultaneously controlling all engines.

I

The control of the airplane was by cable. Originally a control frame
was made and later it was a column. Control was always single.

It was

considered that if the pilot was killed or wounded, he could be replaced
by another member of the crew, which subsequently happened more than once
in a combat situation. The foot control was with pedals. The control wire
was sometimes doubled in places.
The entire design of the airplane, like its layout, for 1913-1914 and
to be recognized as leading, simple from a production starpoint and expedient.
-42-
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Construction on the first copy of the "Iltya Muromets" airp.ane was
ccupleted in October of 1913.

The first factory flights, during which

tests with the middle wings were conducted, were not totally successful.
After the airplane could pass its testing, they began to make rating
in it.

rflights

A number of records was set.

On the 12th of December,

the "Il'ya 0bromets" lifted a load of 1ISO kg (the previous record on a
Somer Airplane was 653 kg).
times did not exceed 110 al

I

The ta!.e-off run during test flights soeI.1 Sikorskiy piloted the airplane.

After

a number of flights with various loads on 12 February 1914, a flight was
made with sixteen passengers on board (and with a dog); the weight of
the cargo lifted was 1290 kg . During the course of February and, larch,
several scores of flights with an overall duration of 23 hours were coo-

F

pleted$ .
In the press of those years it was noted that during flight people
could walk along its wings without disturbing the balance of the machine
in the least in doing this.

The stoppage of even two engines still does

not foresee the machine to descend inw-iately.
even with two engines working 4.

It can continue flight

For those times all this was completely

I

and heretofore unseen and made a great impression on participants and wit)
eye witnesses of the flights.
However, regardless of the success, numerous flights showed that the
power of the engines was insufficient.
1 "Aero-and Automobile Life", 1914, No.1 (Chronicle)
2MAUl,

1914,

No.

4

(Chronicle)

Ibid, No.8

1
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Flights were conducted in winter, and the airplane was set on a ski
undercarriage.

The first skis in the world for a such

&

large airplane

were built, having the shape of paired skids and were fastened on two
cabanes each, with rubber bungee cord shock absorbtlon.
two tail skid skis.

There were also

The "Il'ya Muroets" seaplane (I1-B float)

This was the first exaile of the "tl'ya Mkroets" airplane (plant
no. 107),

installed on a float undercarriage upon the order of the naval

department.
V

Its four 100 hp "Argus" engines were replaced with two "Sal'

ason" engines with 200 hp (inboard) and to

"Argus" engines of 11S hp

(outboard).
There were three floats:
119).

two main ones and a third on the tail (fig.

I

The main floats were fastened beneath the inboard engines to special

undercarriage struts on rubber bungee cord shock absorbers.

The cords were

wound onto the crossing steel tubes, which connected the fastenings of both
floats, and onto the tubes of the float cabane parallel to them.

The floats

were short, without steps and flat-bottomed, with low reserve buoyancy
(about 1.3) and in type were similar to the floats of the S-Sa airplane.
They were mwe of plywood on an ash frame and were distinguished by their
simplicity of construction.

'

The airframe of the airplane remained the pre-

vious one and its design was strengthened.

A

i

TsGVIA, f.2008, op.l, d.724, 1.6
K.A. Karillov, Materials of the historical department of the Main Naval
Staff, 1947
[Translator's Note: Letter designations have been converted alphabetically
throughout, i.e. original AMA I = B, B-C r =D,l =E, E=F]
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The first flight with a duration of 12 minutes was .me on 14 May
1914 1.

Piloted by 1. 1. Sikorskiy and lieutenant G.I. Ltvrov, the airplane

successfully passed testing with a full load.

Sea going capability vas

satisfactory, and controllability on the water was good, which was ade

E

favorable by the possibility for using the work of engines on either side
for turns.
The

"Miaromets"

in this variation was accepted by the navy department.-

This was the largesseaplane in t~e world right up to 1917.
t'kromets Kiev" (I-S

2

Kiev) and series B

they began to call the "Jkramets)

*

.

The Illya

This air ship (this is what

i

the second in numbering, with factory

nuber 128 (fig. 120) differed from the first with its smaller dimensions
andorepowerful power installation

F

--

four "Argus" engines of 140 hip

(tewoinboard oe)adf12hp(thetwoubadne)

hlrg

increase in power with lower weight allowed several new world records to

be imediately set.f

Fig. 119:

[

Illya*romers Airplane on Floats

ITsGVMR, f.843, d.1416S

2
"Aero-and Automobile Life", 1914, No. 12, 13
The Petersburg-Kiev-Peterbbu.rg Flight, 1914

__4__

I

On 4 June 1914

--

a climb to an altitude of 2000 . with ten passen-

gers on board. The flight of I. r. Sikorskiy took place over Pulkovo,
Krasnoye Solo, Tsarskoye Selo and over the ocean for a period of one hour
27 minutes.
On S June -- the flight with five persons on board for a period of
six hours 33 minutes, 10 seconds.

Six hundred fifty versts. were cover'd

and thereby the record for duration of a flight was established.
16-17 June -- flight from Petersburg to Kiev with a landing in Oresh
in 12 hours 15 minutes flight time and back with a landing in Novosokol'niki, for a total of 30 hours 30 minutes.
amounted to 1610 kg:

The load during this flight

a crew of four persons (I. I. Sikorskiy, G.I. Lavrov,

Kh.F. Prussis and V.S. Panasyuk, tools, spare parts and baggage for a total
weight of 150 kg, 940 kg of gasoline and 260 kg of oil).
This airplane received the name "II'ya Iuromets Kiev" in honor of the
flight.

In 191S-1973 more airplanes were built which bore the name "Kiev

Ship" and one replaced the other.
After sending this airplane to the war department in August of 1914,
an "armament-machine gun platform" on it was removed, and installation of
the armment was done later, already in the front.

This airplane was in

service for over two years, completted combat flights and then was used as
a trainer and was written cff in 19161.

1 TsGVIA, f.493,op.S, d.36, 1.165
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Airplane number 135, the sam type as the "Kiev" with four 140 hp
"Argus" engines was transferred to the wardspartment on 31 August 1914.
Both of them, together with the first "liromets" and four subsequent ones
received the general designation "Series B" (A indicated the 'Russian

Champion"' airplane).
For the subsequent four series B airplanes, which corresponds in
div.-csions to the "Kiev",

there were not enough "Argus" engines.

The

10-12 engines in reserve were intended for airplanes of the next series
C. It was necesary to install "Sal'.son" engines which were on hand.
They were rotary type, the 14-cylinder 200 lp (the two inboard ones) and
9-cylinder 135 hp ones (the two outboard ones).

There were no hoods or

f. rings and these engines with their radiators and equipment gave high
frontal drag.

Therefore, regardless of the relatively high power, the

speed, ceiling and load of these ships was lower than with the "Argus"
engines.
8

':

Only student and training flights were conducted on the series

airplanes (fig. 121).

In December of 1914, the airplanes produced were

gathered into the "Escadrille of air ships".

This was the first strategic

aviation assemblage in the world.

",

.

...

~"

., .

,

*. ..'

Fig. 121:
1

"Illya

-.

__'

I

*-,N

,."

",

":l

''.'"

,

IN

zromets" Series B Airplane With Saltason Engine

Ibid, f.493, op.4, d.425, 1.73
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[

Fig. 120:

"Il'ya Huronets Kiev" Airplane in Flight
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The "Illya Maroets" series C (lightened combit, narrow-wing).
the first seven airplanes, the B series was discontinued;

After

production was

begun of the new series C airplanes, of significantly smaller dimensions
and weight ("lightened combat"),

and more applicable to combat usage.

speed was significantly increased.
as the previous one.

[of
o

Their

The design remained generally the same

The crew was also four persons.

The airplanes of this series (about 30 copies) underwent several changes

in connection with military requirements.

The initially round and blunt nose

the fuselage was made sharp, then multi-edged, while the glassed area con-

stantly increased.

A second door was made on the right side and a row of

port holes were cut through.

The fuel tanks were shifted to the fuselage be-

neath the wing center section and along the sides, so that in case of bullet
puncture the leaking gasoline did not flow onto the engines.
were located behind the engines.

The oil tanks

The outer edges of the wing began to be

mnufactured out of steel tubing with this series (before this they had been

wooden).
The dimensions of the series C ships are given in fig. 118.

The weight

of the airplane was about 2000 kg, and with the power unit it was 2900-3150
kg depending on the type of engines.

The name "narrow-wing" was given later,

after the following series D with wider rings (the upper and then the lower)
had already begun to be built.

Fig. 122:

"Il'ya Mromets" Series C Airplane ("Kiev ship")
-48-
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A large part of the series C airplanes (apparently, 22 copies) was
fitted with four "Sunbeam" 150 hp engines, but there were also other variations:

two 140 hp and two 125 hp "Argus" engines ("Kiev ship") (fig.122)

and four "Argus" engines of 140 hp each. Both variations exceeded in their
flight qualities the airplanes with "Sunbeam" engines, which actually yielded a total of 110-120 hp;
--

four RBZ-6 engines of 150 hp;

--

two "Sal'mson" engines of 200 hp;

--

two "Sunbeam" engines of 225 hp;

-- trainer variations, in which the "Sunbem" engines were also in-

stalled with pusher propellers. In both of these, which was relatively un-

I

usual for "Il'ya Muromets" twin-engine modifications, the wing cell had a
slightly (by 1-1.5 m) smaller span as a result of removal of the sections
beneath the outboard engines.

For training flights without the combat load

the power of these two engines was sufficient (fig. 123).

y:

L

Fig. 123:

0

"II'ya luromets" Series C Trainer Airplane With Two "Sunbeam"
Engines of 225 hp With Tractor Propellers"

The "Kiev ship" had a glorious history.
were performed on it with good results.

In 1950, 30 combat flights

Both this airplane and its crew

(I.S. Bashko, N.V. Smirnov, G.G.-G rshko, and A.A. Naumov) were outstanding,
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showing a graphic example of what could be obtained from mastery of military
equipments.
In the spring of 1915 on ship no. 167 with RBZ-6 engine, the first test
P-

in the world was conducted of lifting and dropping a 25-pood bomb (410 kg),
a size previously unseen. The test was absolutely successful.
a practice one (fig. 124).

The bomb was

In practice even after this, bombs were used

which weighed no mnre than 1S poods (rarely) and usually no more than S poods.
A bomb was made weighing 40 poods (656 kg), but it was not dropped.

jrr

a.Suspended

!

Bomb"
-

,

a Suspended 25-Food Bomb"

According to yet unsubstantiated documentary information, there was a
"ll'ya Mromets" airplanes with four "Fiat" engines of 110 hp each, having

frontal radiators.
The "Il'ya Mhromets" series DI . These series D airplanes, whose output was begun in December of 1915, were distinguished from the Series C
airplane with their somewhat larger dimensions and in particular by the

TsGVIA, f.493,op.4, d.424, 11.29,63,66,80; op 10, d.46, 1.290; op 11,
d.lO, 11.15,131.

-SO -

Ji

width (chord) of the upper wing C3.2 m) and the lower one C2,46-2.6 m).
The crew was six persons.
became 2800 kg.

The weight of the airplane without the engines

The following combinations of foure

engines were used:

"Sunbeam" of 150 and 160 hp, "Argus" of 125 and 140 hp, "Berdmore" of
160 hp and RBZ-6 of 150 hp, and also two "Reno" of 220 hp with two RBZ-6

I

or "Sunbeam".
Fuel and oil consumption for the "Reno" with RBZ-6 was 176 kg/h,

]

while for four
~I "RBZ--6" engines it was 137 kg/h.
The "Il'ya M4romets" series D-1

*

A

(IM-G-1) was similar in design to

the "Illya Muromets" series C, but differed from its predecessor in its
less developed ailerons. The first copies were fitted with "Sunbeam" 150 hp
engines;

two of them were fitted with "Sunbeam" 160 hp engines 2. On one

of them, bearing the name "Kiev ships" (the second in numbering) four "Ar-

I

j

gus" engines of 140 hp each (or possibly two of 140 hp and two of 125 hp)
removed from run-out airplanes were installed.
S"RBZ-6"

At the end of 1916, the

|

began to arrive and became the basic ones for the "?Mromets" and

were then used in combination with "Reno" engines of 200 hp or without
!

them.
Some of the copies, begun as D-1, were in the course of construction

[

changed into D-2, D-3 and D-4.
into a E-3

One of the D-1 airplanes was transformed

3

A

I

1

Ibid, op.4, d.160, 11.168-169

2

Ibid, f.2008, op.1, d.S12, 1.319; d.735,
Ibid, f.369, op.8, d.72, 1. 86
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The "Il'ya
winged").

aromets" series D-2 ("Russo-altic strengthened wide-

This series was begun in 1916 with the production of one copy.

Then after the first series of D-3 and D-4 was continued in 1917-1918.

1

A total of 8 copies were built.

These airplanes were distinguished from the series D-1 airplanes primarily by a single very important innovation

--

a gunner's compartment
With this the fuse-

" achine gun nest" in the end part of the fuselage.
*

F

lage design was still not changed and the gunner's compartment occupied
the last, pointed in plan, section of the fuselage, which began from the
aft spar of the horizontal stabilizer.

length 0.8 m,

Its dimensions were:

width 0.6 m and height 0.7 m. This cabin, initially very crowded, was then
enlarged.

~the

The machine gun stood on a spindle at the extreme rear point of

fuselage.
In connection with the appearance of this compartment, the vertical
empennage was changed (fig. 125).

r~z~~z;
i ;

I

7 iv~:

Rproduced

-

Fig. 125:

-s2-

~z~j

From

best
MI avaiable copy.

Tail Machine Gun Compartment of the "Il'ya 14romets" Series D-2

________________Airplane

TsGAKA, f.29, op.l0, d.654, 11.137-138
"Journal of the Airfleet", 1921, No. 8-9, pp 14-15
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On the first copy of the Series D-2 airplane was a flat-bottomed
fuel tank. consisting of three sections and located on the top of the
In the tank was a hole for exit of the gunner

nose part of the fuselage.
onto the upper platform.

Behind the tank was a ferring out m7 alutimm

and a hatch with a "Lewis" machine gun, which could be shifted from one
side to the other.
They installed fuel tanks on airplanes of later production which were
normal for the "Ill'ya Mromets"

L,

--

cylindrical with strmamlined ends

-

between the wing center section and the fuselage, each holding 345 kg of
gasoline.

The wings were set an angle of 9 degrees and the engines at an

angle of 4 degrees.

The area of the ailerons was 14.5 a 2 , that of the hor-

izontal stabilizer was 24 a
of the rudders was 7 m.

that of the elevators was 11.5 a 2 , and that

Armament consisted of five machine guns and 170 kg

bombs.
In subsequent airplanes of this type, released already in 1918, the

L

tai1 gunner's compartment was enlarged and lengthened.

IOn

one oi the airplanes of this series, bearin, according to succession, the name "Kiev ship" (the thiri), four "Berdmore" 160 hp engines were
lane was the best of all

ins-illed.

In flight characteristics this a

L:

' .zromets".

In the beginning of 1917, with Captain 1.S. Bashko at the

L

controls, an altitude of 5200 a was reached with a total lc%d of 1340 kg
Its speed reached 137 kinl

1

and its full load was 115 poods (1900 kg).

It

TsGVIA, f.2008, d S12, 1.319
M2 Nikol'skiy, Questions of Doauer Aviation Tactics, Aviation Press,
'N...
1925, page 70
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was noted that the altitude of 5200 a was not the limit and the climb was
stopped due to oxygen starvation of the crew.
The series D-2 airplanes worked through the entire civil war and
after its end they were used on the first tMoscow-Fhaxkov airline in the
RSFSR [Ruissian Soviet Federate of Socialist Republics].
The airships with four "RBZ-6"1 engines were called the abbreviation
"Russobalt" and those with two "Reno" and two "IRBZ-6"1 were called the
"Reinobalt" regardless of their series.

The dimensions and design of air-

planes of the series usually remained without changes, since during the
civil war, the RBZ-6 was installed sometimes simply because of the absence
of "Reno" engines.
The "Il 'ya Muromets" series D-3 ("Renobalt strengthened wide-wing")
(fig. 126).

Airplanes of this series, built in 1916-1918, where a fur-

ther modification in the series D-2 airplanes with an increased combat

capablity

Fig
12:

111yaHurmes" eris -3 irlan i Flgh

-S4-

Pivots were made for installing machine guns in the door holes, a
hatch was made in the cabin floor for firing downward beneath the tail,
and the tail machine gun nest was made wider and longer, extending beyojd the rear edge of the control surfaces.
i

The floor in the fuselage

was built in such a way that a movable cassette for dropping bombs in

the vertical position could be easily replaced with cassettes (benches)
for dropping bombs in the horizontal position.

The cabin was lengthened

to the rear.
Two cylindrical fuel tanks were installed beneath the upper wing
close to the center section, and the oil tanks were located next to the
engines.

In the first copies of the series D-3 airplanes, fuel tanks

were located beneath the center section.

Two rudders were installed at

the ends of the horizontal stabilizer, and their area amounted to 26 a
Two vertical stabilizers were installed
the axis of the airplane.

--

an upper and lower one

--

along

The construction was welded out of tubing with

a linen covering.
The cable ccntrol from the control frame ran outside in the front half
of the fuselage, the frame from the internal wires in the previous series.
The pedals were fitted with quadrants, which relieved the cable from extreme tension during high angles of rudder deflection.
The nose part of the fuselage was fully glassed.

By comparison with

the series D-2, the undercarriage and wing cell struts on the new series
were strengthened.

A third wire was introduced into the braces in the

wrig cell- As a rewiut of all the str_ gthening, the weight of the aiplane's airframe increased up to 2300 kg.

-o5-

Its rate of climb and ceiling

'1

o

were lowered and its speed was changed little. Its armament consisted
of six machine guns and 190 kg bombs. In all. eight copies were built
(like the D-2), not quite identical, since these airplanes were produced
over a period of two years.

:

'The last 2-3 copies came out in 1918, being

assembled out of old components.

!

The "Il'yal Muromets" series D-4 ("Renobalt strengthened wido-wing')1
The construction of this airplane (1917-1918) was the result of a great
deal of work on checking the stren;.h of the '"Iuromets",which conducted
in the Uvoflot. The series D-4 airplane was the direct development of the
D-3 without any essential differences, but the margin on safety was brought
up to 3.S times, and in places up to 4.5 times;

the weight of the ship

increased a little by comparison with the later copies of the D-3.

The

improved D-4 airplane was tested in June and July of 1917 and was recognized as being fully suitable for series production.

Several copies were

produced.
The "Il'ya Muromets" series E (DIM)5 . The series E airplaaes (three
copies) were built in 1915-1916 during the interim between construction of
the types D-1 ard D-2 airplanes.

Factory testing of the first airplane of

this series was begun in January 1916.

A feature of the two airplanes was

their less than usual span and installation of four "Sunbeam" 150 hp engines in two tandems (fig. 127).

The second airplane in order had a normal

TsGVIA, f.493, op.4, d.441 (57), 11.146,15O,1S5,172,201,20S,217; op 10,
d.46, 1.290, d.117, 1.4; op. 11, d.10, 11. 186,202,235, f.2008, op.1,
d.S12, 1.43; d.633, 1.33
2 Ibid, f.2008, d.633, 1.33
Ibid, f.&.4,op.li, d.10, 3.144, f.8-2, d.4074, 1i.60-61 (diagra of
overall view); f.2008, op.1, d.S12, 1.100
TsGAKA f.29, op.10, d.654, 11.133-134
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configuration

--

with the engines in a row.

31

"Illya Mromets" Series E CDDI)

Fig. 127:

Airplane

bc

In all three airplanes, an important design irnmvation was made for
the first time in the world -- operational separation of fuselage. The

i

front part of the fuselage made up a single unit with the "engine cage"
i.e.

the central part of the wing cell, including the power installations.

The fuselage separation point was made behind the rear wing spars.

Te

nose part of the fuselage was up to 2.5 a in height and was all glassed.
In front and above were hatches for machine guns, and there was also a
firing point behind the cabin.

There was no more tail installation.

pilot's seat was located on the left.

I

The

On his right was the seat of the

artilleryman, under whose right hand was the lever for dropping bombs with
a cable drive from him to the cassettes.
ing step

--

There was also on the side a fold-

a bench for the gunner.

The undercarriage was changed by comparison with the undercarriage of
the series B,C and D.

There were no guys and braces beneath the fuselage.

The basic M-shaped struts were fastened to joining pipes beneath the struts
at the engine installations.

The undercarriage skids were normal, and ad-

ditiona braces ran from their joining parts to the joining parts for fastening the lower wings onto the fuselage.

,
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Flat-bottomed fuel tanks, consisting of three sections, lay on the
fuselage and due to their shape were streamlined by its nose part.
were three rudders.

There

Control of the elevators was accomplished through

lateral levers and instead of a control frame a control column was installed.
The cable drive from the pedals to the rudders ran along the ceiling of the
cabin and fuselage.

The levers on the ailerons were fitted with quadrants.

The second series E airplane differed from the first by a lengthening
of the fuselage by one cell and an increase i. wing span by one cell on each
side.

There were two rudders and a tail gunner's position.
The series E airplanes with tandem power installations do not have suc-

cess and were not accepted.

The losses in thrust, especially on the rear

propellers, were extremely high.
also harmful.

The slight lengthening of the wings was

The quality of the airplane proved to be poor:

its take-off

run was greatly increased, the ceiling was no higher than 200 a with a light
load (a crew of three persons), and combat load was absent.
two flights were completed.
R

I

The total of

The airplane with engines installed in a row in

the lower wing behaved normally, like the series C machines with the same
engines.
T

The E series was stopped after ten copies.
1ll ty¥a Hromets" series F

F
Prom a design standpoint this type

of airplane was similar to the type E machines, but its layout was normal,
with the engines in a row, and the dimensions were significantly larger than
in all the other types of 'Muroets".

Four MReno" engines of 220 hW each

TsGVIA, f.493, op.4, d.160, 11.163-169; d.424, 1.29; f.2008, op.l,
d.512, 11.14-15, 325 (test report); op.2, d. 626, 1. 309.

zIi

|

TsGAA, f.29, op.lO, d.654, 11. 145-146
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were installed normally in a row, and the nose part of the cabin was fully
glassed.

No less than eight copies of the series F airplanes were built

in two modifications:
nificantly.

the F-I and F-2, which differed from each other sig-

With this the designation F-1 arose only when the type F-2

appeared, and before that there was a single designation F.
The first series F airplane passed testing in Pskov, was recognized
as fully suitable for combat flights, although it was demanding during
landings, and was accepted (fig. 128).
.

.- " -

= ,
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.
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"

fr,
[R j,.
"Il'ya Miromets" Series F Airplane (1st copy)
noted
be
should
it
best available cpy.0the series F airplanes,
Of the design features in

Fig. 128:

that the aileron control was changed for the purpose of decreasing effort
on the control column and the levers on the ailerons were significantly
lengthened and made out of welded tubing.

The remaining controls and in-

stallation of the tanks was like in the series E.

The undercarriage was

the same as in the series E, but with wire tensioners beneath the fuselage.
The wheels are of the heavy type with dimensions of 670x100 mm, were double
rimmed, for a total of eight wheels in four pairs.

In the first copy of

the airplane, there was no more tail gunner's compartment, but a platform
which lowered down (on cables) was installed in the floor behind the wing
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cell for firing to the rear (!crow's nest"), and the machine gun was also
lowered on a special installation together with the platform on which the
gunner lay.

The bomb cassettes were vertical.

manufacture, the bomb cassettes --

In machines of subsequent

4

only for dropping bombs -- were horizontal.

The first series F airplane differed from subsequent ones in its dimensions and weight.
four "Reno"

Fthe

The airframe weight of the S-1 was 2825 kg, the weight of

engines was 1662 kg, the weight of the radiator was 138 kg,

and empty weight was 4960 kg.
guns;

The armament was increased up to 8 machine

two "Vickers" with 1200-1500 cartridges, three "Lewis" with 940-1700

cartridges and three "Madsen" with 750-1000 cartridges.

On the first air-

plane there were only five machine guns, which weighed together with their
cartridge reserve 320 kg.

The crew was 7-8 persons.

Of the series F machines, two airplanes (those of Nizhevskiy and Alekhnovich)

were accepted and completed military flights beginning in spring of

1917, not counting the first one, which was accepted in 1916. There are only
some recollections relative to series F-2 airplanes in the archive material

2

i

This is explained by the fact that airplanes of this series were built in
1917 and did not get to the front.

There were two or three copies of them

and at least one of then passed factory testing.

The fuel tanks in them

were installed on the wing center section, there was a tail gunner's installation and two rudders without a middle vertical stabilizer, which was in the
series F-i.

TA,
2

In the side walls of the rear gunner's cabin were windows for

f.2008, op.l. d. S12, 11.100-103

Ibid, f.493, op.4, d.160, 11.168-169; op. 10, d.117, 1.4
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observation. Aaaument consisted of seven machine guns with 4000 cartridges.
The series F-2 Ihjronets" were the largest among airships from those
times.

There were no airplanes which were equal to them in load capacity.

Besides this, they possessed highly improved gunner's protection.
L

1 is very difficult to compile a full listing of the '"?&roets"airplanes, since a hrge part of the archives of the document were not preserved.
There are no full drawings, and only single sheets and diagrams.

There are

data indicating that up to 80 examples of these airplanes were built.
Strength of the "Il'ya Muromets" airplanes and their overall design and
aerodynamic evaluation.
k

Questions of the overall strength of the "Il'ya

Wuromets'" airplane during the first time arouse little interest in aviators.
Attention was concentrated basically on local strength, for instance, on the
strength of the undercarriage during landing. True, sometimes fliers expressed
doubt as to the strength of the 'I4romets",but they could not found this
doubt and continued to fly.
On 16J4dy 1916 in Dskov, a

The first warning occurred unexpectedly.

i

"Il'yal)romets" airplane, accomplishing a flight in a circle above the airplane, during an approach to a landing suddenly went into a descent and with
the engines running plowed into the ground.

From the ground was observed

that while still in the air, the fuselage of the airplane broke off near the
tail

Three perscns among the crew were killed and the fourth was

saved, having been in the rear part of the cabin.

1 According to the data of A. N. Ozeretskiy
M.N. Nikol'skiv
2
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According to his words ,

witness to the accident and

the catastrophe occurred as if due to sudden insanity of the pilot, who
suddenly thrust the control column away from him and opened and the throttie all the way 200 meters off the ground.

The two others did not succeed

in righting the airplane.
This case could not be the basis for judging the streng.h of the airplane, since the fuselage may have been broken at the high speed during the
descent and the extreme overload on the empennage, however, this fact left
a deep impression on all and they began to talk about it. They recalled
that the fuselage of the '1uromets" did not possess any special rigidity
and that in flight, significant twisting was observed, sometimes reaching an
angle of 5-7 degrees and was very noticeable along the empennage. They also
recalled that there were cases in which the fuselage longerons delamnated
at. the butt joints, where the wood was connected with a miter join.
Doubts arose relative to the preservation of the wood and linen.

The

series D, E and r airplanes were tested at that time, since they were usually
stored under the open sky and frequently got wet.
Nevertheless, throughout the course of 1916, the '4lzromets"

continued

to accomplish multitudinous combat flights.
As the overall state of art of airplane building developed, deeper studies began on aerodynamics and especially on questions of airplane strength.
The calculation and testing bureau under the direction of N. Ye. Zhukovskiy
conducted checking calculations for strength of combat airplanes which were
built in Russian plants according to foreign and domestic models.
I1
TsGVIA, f.2008. d.S12, 1.29
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This also touch the 'flzromets". 74e Uvoflot raised the question on
checking their strength and the Technical Committee of the Uvoflot was
charged with doing this.

In the beginning of 1917, a comission was made

to check the strength and aerodynamic evaluation of the series D "Pqromets".
The best forces at that time were attracted to the commission -- Professor
S.P. Timoshenko, A.P. Fan-der-Flit (chairman) and G. A. Botezat.
The commission began its work with a familiarization with drawings and
calculation data requested by it at the factory.

It became clear that aero-

dynamic calculations and full calculations of strength of the airplane were
just nit done by the factory.1
of previous airplanes.

Much was done on testing plans and structure

The commission reported to the technical committee

on the results of its work on 16,20 and 23 May 1917.2

The conclusion made

by the commission voiced the fact that the "margin of safety of the 'MUrosets" was two times less than in the weakest small machines".
According to the calculations of the commission, some parts and components of the series D "'4romets"have a safety margin of 2.4-2.8.

And al-

though much in these calculations was arguable and unclear, the commission
drew the conclusion that sharp evolutions on the airplane were inadmissible
and that in general, flights in them were dangerous.

A number of recommenda-

tions were made concerning reinforcement of the struts and guys of the wing
cell (the wing spars and fuselage longerons did not raise any doubs).

After

this the margin of safety of all series 1), E sind F airplanes built was raised

TsGVIA,f. of the Uvoflot, op. 4, d.424, 11. 76-77
2

Ibid, f.2008, op. 1, d.512, 11.35-38
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to 3.5
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4.0, and in certain components up to 4.5

Many years have passed since that time and now the ,uestion as to
whether or not the "Muromets" were strong can be answered in the affirma-

~tive.

in combat
this. 'Wuromets"
performed
their tasks
speaks forperforming
flights Much
successfully,
during these
evolutions
-- turns and

rolls -- normally, and the airplanes did not break apart in the air. They

~I

were not made overweight and their load ratio amounted to 30-34%.

Some

]

lack of rigidity under flexion and torsion was natural for airplanes of
such large dimensions and with its elimination the load ratio would have
been reduced.
It can be asserted that the "Muromets" as engineering constructions
were highly perfected, in a sense of rational utilization of material and
economy of weight.
this.

The presence of large angles of torsion only supports

A

For 1913-1915, when the science of airplane construction strength

was only being developed, 'uromets",

at least up to the series C, were

indeed marvels of aviation engineering,
designer.

speaking of the talent of their

In order to judge the level of science of the strength of avia-

tion designs of those years, suffice it to say that even such authorities
in the area of construction mechanics as Professors Stepan Prokof'yevich
Timonshenko in airplane calculations admittea ihe even distribution of
weight along the area of wings and drew on this basis the conclusion of
lack of strength in the Y?4iromets".

They still did not have a clear con-

cept about air dynamic loading of the wings of an airplane and about its
distribution along the chord and along the span in different cases of loading.

Th.e cases

BA,
, C and others were not yet formulated, strength
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norms had not been compiled into laws and they still were only being
~groped

for and established during checking of airplanes already built.

Here, practice went before theory.
The requirement of the Technical Committee on bringing the strength
of the "Muromets" somehow up to the level of the weakest of the small
machines was not sufficiently founded.

Already during the war the co-

efficients of failure-producing overload had been noted:

for fighters

it was 12, for reconnaissance planes and trainers it was 8 and for the

F

largest airplanes it was 3-4.
Selection of the layout for the "romets"

was also done properly.

Installation of the engines along the wing in a row, long wing length
and an enclosed overall streamlined cabin in the fuselage were successful solutions.

The layout of the airplane with a long tail, load-bearing

horizontal stabilizer and multi-strut wing cell was up to that time unavoidable and fully justified.

Making the center of gravity of such a

large airplane at one third the chord of the wing with relatively low*

power and light engine would hardly have been possible.
Up to 1915 the layout of the '"uromets"was the leading one, and the
move away from it began in 1916.
isfy the

Only in 1917, when it had ceased to sat-

increasing requirements of airodynamics, did it become an insur-

mountable obstacle in the path of increasing the flight quality of these
airplanes and it was finally dated.

Increasing power caused an increase

in fuel reserve, and an increase in dimensions and weight of the airplane.
6

The speed was almost not increased, and the bomb

load was constantly de-

creased, coming down to the laughable figure of 1SO-200 kg of bombs with
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seven ton gross weight of the airplane.

The value of "q4romets" of series

D and F as bombers was reduced almost to zero on a four hour flight.

An

increase in the weight of the bombs by means of shortening flight duration
limited the radius of operation and deprived the airplane of the possibility
of operating somewhat deep in the enemy's

rear.

Series D and F '?romets" were used in the civil war and for some time
after its termination.

Improvement made on the airplane were not

and had a one-sided character:

essential

improvements in one direction brought with

them difficulties in other directions and in the final analysis helped little.
The qualities of the series D and F "?&romets" in

'
"7 can be judged ty

means of comparing them with the closest foreign airplanes of that year.
The. Otmans in 1917 still do not have any large airplanes which were
equal in quality to the "?&iromets", although there were larger ones 1 . The
French and Americans were simply building them at that time.

The English,

however, in the summer of 1917, had in their armament the series-produced
"Handley-Page" bomber with two "Rolls-Royce" engines of 275 hp each.

In

dimensions and weight it coincided almost precisely with the series D "Muromets" (the thought even arises of the English borrowing the basic parameters
of the airplane):

the span of the upper wing was 30.5 m, wing area was 152.6

m2 , empty weight was 3850 kg and flying weight was 6370 kg.

However, with

less power it gave the same speed of 128 km/h, while its flight duration
amounted to 8 hours and range up to 1000 km with a bomb load of 800 kg.

All

II

this was due to the better layout.
1 E. Offermann, Risenflugzeuge, Berlin, 1923
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Armament of the "ll'yaikromets" airplanes.

The first practical

step in equipping '"uromets" with firing armament was the klimination
of the firing-machine gun platform with the 37 F_

which did not justify itself.

I

Hotchkiss gun on it,

In the beginning of 191S, inrtead of it

a gunner's position was installed in the wing center section (in series
A airplanes) (fig. 129), providing fire coverage of ti-e etire upper hemisphere.

The gunner was located between the center section spars, the ribs

and covering were .emoved and he could sit on the fuel tank and fire from
two machine guns.

Sometimes two gunners were located on the airplane.

The

vertical intervals from the center section to the fuselage were covered with
linen, and thereby the harm from a possible increase in induced drag was almost eliminated. There was a hatch in the ceiling of the fuselage for exit
upwarJ.

Units with bushing-sockets 5or the machine gun spindle pin were in-

stalled on the center section spars.

Later, brackets with a socket for the

pin of tche 'Maxim" gun, and sometimes movable one, were installed in doors
and in windows for firing from the side.

Sometimes a hatch tas made in the

ceiling of the fuselage behind the wing center section, and in it lateral
rails or a sector

were installed, along

hich rode a carriage wit"i a sock-

et for the p:zf of a machine gun, which had belt feeding in this case.

The

machine gun was a "lightened Maxim".
In some cases, for protecting the airplane from below and from behind,
it was equipped with a "crow's nest" which was a platform which lowered from
the fuselage on cable using a winch, which had a length of about 2 m on which
the gunner lay, having the machine gun in ,ront of him and beneath the tail
of the airpiane, and also lowered on a special bracket.

The front edge of

the platforn was fastened on hinges to the cabin floor.

More frequently a
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F
V
similar installation was made simplified.

A gunner lay on the cabin

,d
before him lowered only a hatch on machine gun which opened

floor ,
backward.

The gunner's position in the tail of the fuselage appeared in the
'"uromets" of series D, E and F only in 1916, thereby providing fire
coverage backward.

Together with it, a nose installation was also

fitted (in front of the pilot, just to the right), having the appearance
of a vertical slat into which was fastened a machine gun on a hinge with

j

firing angles of 2S to the sides and 60 upward and downward. Finally,
series F ships were equipped with a hatch and machine gun in the ceil.g
of the front part of the cabin in front of the wing center section.
number of gunner's positions reached eight.

The

Thus, with successive mea-

sures, full spherical, or so-called "ball" fire coverage was achieved,
and was accomplished for the first time in the world on a TPIromets".
but this was done only by 1917, while in 1915-1916 only the installation
in the center section and firing through the windows was used.
with a crew of four persons this was sufficient.

However,

On a series F airplane,

the crew consisted of 7-8 persons.
A "railway" consi.zting of two angle sections along which a cart
rolled on rollers, ran to the gunner's nest in the tail part of the fuselage.

The gunner lay on the cart and moved, pulling himself with his

hand. by the bracing crosspieces.
was almost impossible:

Staying in the rear cabin all the time

during flight it was very bumpy, and during land-

ing the Jerks were too strong.

Therefore, the gunner moved to the tail

only upor, the danger signal.
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Simultaneously with the beginning of work on arming the 'Nuromets"
(1914) attempts were undertaken to dress the gunner on the platform in
armor, for which special laths (armor) out of 2 =
manufactured at the Putilovskiy plant.

tempered steel were

There were attempts to armor

the fuel tanks and pilot's seat, but they were rapidly stopped, since
the weight balance of the airplane did not allow this, and the laths,
like the platform, proved to be unnecessary.

*

Fig. 129:

-4

Gunner's
Center
Section of
the SeriesInstallation
C 'Nuromets"in the
On the
Front
Spar a
Machine Gun, and OLewis"
on the Rear One a "Madsen"

Curious experiments with a recoiless cannon of the system of Lieutenant Colonel

Gl'vig and Captain Oranovskiy were conducted in 1915, for

the first time in the worlM.

The cannon consisted of a combination of two

internal barrels of a three-inch field gun, connected at their ends (in
tandem), with an overall length of about 4 meters.
mal rifled
wadding;

One barrel was a nor-

,a for the projectile, and the other with a smooth one for the
there wo, no lock and the barrel was open at both ends.

occurred without any recoil.

Firing

The cannon was installed on the rear spar
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of the wing canter section.

Several shots were fired on the ground and

two shots were fired in the air.

However, the clumsiness of the cannon

prevented its practical utilization.
The bombing armament of the YI4uomets"l also had to be created without any previous experience.

The large dimensions of the cabin allowed

the bombs to be located in the fuselage and for their internal suspension
to be made.

The installation for vertical suspension of bombs in the

series B 'fIromets" was alrP,- done for the first time in the world in
1914, and in the be'qinning of 1915 it was done on series C airplanes.
The first series C ' uromets" with "Argus" engines could carry up to 30poods (410 kg) of various bombs, each weighing from ten pounds up to two
poods (33 kg), usually with 25 pounds (10 kg) and one pood (16.4 kg) on
internal suspension.

The five, ten and fifteen pood bombs were suspended

outside, as was the 2S-pood bomb (see fig. 124) which was made here in
1915, also the first in the world, since nowhere abroad were there yet
airplanes capable of carrying such a bomb.
With the internal suspensions, the bombs were originally suspended
verticaily along the sides imediately behind the pilot's seat.

Between

the rows of bombs remained a relatively wide passage, sometimes occupied
with small bombs, lying directly on the floor and tied down to it. Suspension was effected by the hook on the tail of the bomb on special brackets.

Later they began to make vertical shelf-cassettes with horizontal

suspension of bombs, for which the possibility was provided for dropping
bombs singly or in a cluster.
Dropping of bombs was originally done by turning a handle, and smaller
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t
ones simply from the hand.

In 1916, an electric releasc (ESBR) was prac-

tically used for the first time in the world on these airplanes.

All work

on gunnery and bombing armament was basically done in escadrille workshops.
The leading one was the collective of the number 5 ship of G. V. Alekhnovich.

The installation

described above were first developed and ef-

fected on this ship, and then were given in various combinations to other
ships.
The bodies of the bombs for 'Iromets"were manufactured primarily
in workshops of the lbscow Technical Training School.
In 1914-1915, in conditions of the absence of antiaircraft artillery
and fighters on

'!--

part of the enemy, the crews of the I fluromets" used

the simplest fighting devices very well, making a number of hits on the
target, with which the bombing was frequently exceptionally successful
and it was done only in the plane of the wind.
on targets which were small in dimensions:

Cases were noted of strike

roads, rolling stock, convoys,

buildings, trenches and others.
With the appearance of a significant quantity of antiaircraft artillery
and fighters on the part of the Germans, the possibility for the '7uromets"
was to make several attacks on the target and then determine the sighting
Sing

adjustment was gradually made more difficult. The necessity arose for emergon the target and bombing from any direction, and not only along the
wind.

The works of A. N. Zhuravchenko

in cooperation with other artillery

experts and with ship Coander G.V. Alekhnovich gave a new direction to the
Aleksandr Nikolayevich Zhuravchenko in 1914-1916 -- an artillery officer
from 1917-- a pilot in the "Il'ya Muromets" airship escadrille. Later a
professor, devoted activist in science and engineering. Died in 1964.
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matter of accurate bombing and raised it to a level which was high for
those times.
All subsequent theories of precision bombing and all instruments
for this purpose, regardless of their design and complexity, to one dogree or another are based on the principles developed by A. N. Zhuravchenko.

Our priority in this matter is commonly recognized.

The attempt to use the "Il'ya Wbromets" airplane as a torpedo carrier should be recalled.

In the spring of 1917, the navy department

turned to the Uvoflot with a petition to transfer to it a detachment
of 'Maroets", which it proposed to arm with torpedo apparatuses and
use for torpedo attacks.

In the end of July 1917 a torpedo apparatus

was installed on one of the airplanes.

It was noted that the center of

.

gravity of the torpedoes shifted to 1.5 m aft of the center of gravity

I

1
of the airplane . However, factory testing dragged on and acceptance of
this airplane did not take place.
In the history of Russian airplane building, the 'kromets" are one
of the brightest pages and an object of our legitimate pritie.

K

They were

original and their creation is a priority of our country in the area of
construction of large airplanes, their armament, equipment and combat use.

A

I

!
1 TsGAM,,

f.28, op. 1, d.19, 11.124-125
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KEY:

1--"Grand" ("Great Baltic")

2--sane

3--"Russian Chamption"'
4-"I1'ya, ?uromets" (No. 107)
5--IN with middle wing (No. 107)
6--INC plane (No.107)
7-"I1'ya lzromets Kiev" (No.128)
8--I-B (No. 18S)
9--IN-B (No.136-139)
l0-IC("Kiev Ship" No. 143)

11-114-C (No.151)
12-IM4-C
13-IN-C
14-114-C
15-IN-C
16-IM-C

I17-IM-C
I
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I
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19-IMD0-1
20-IMD0-1
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27-114D-3

(No.150,15)
(No.159, 161)
Combat, narrow-wing
trainer
(No.167, C-21)

wide-wing (No.179,,C-33)
(No. 183)
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(No. 190, D-44)
?
"Russobalt"t
"Kiev Ship" (3)
"Renobalt"

"Renobalt strengthend"
29- I)4-2 strengthened
30- IM)-4 strengthened
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32-114E-2
33-1* experimental
34-INF-I
35- IMF-2
36-IW
37-"tArgus"

38-"'Salm' son"
39-I''Sunbeam"
40-"1RBZ-6"1
41-"Reno"l

42-"'Berdmore"l
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Sr.
The Works of V. A, Slesarev
Vasily Adranovich Slesarev is known as a designer of air-

FEngineer

planes and has an experimenter in the area of aerodynamics.
Ehis

He received

higher education in Russia, completing it Germany, where he finished
with the polytechnical institute.

Returning to his homeland, V. A. Sles-

arev attended the )bscow Technical Training School, in order to receive
a Russian engineer-mechanic diploma.

There he worked in the aerodynamic

laboratory of N. Ye. Zhukovskiy.
V. A. Slesarev began his work in aerodynamics with a study of the
F

flight of insects:

flies, mosquitoes and wasps.

For this he designed and

built a miniature rotating machine out of straw and wie.
fastened on a definite arm and flew along a circle.

The insect was

The installation was

surrounded by a pajer cylinder, whose internal surface smoked.

The ends

of the insect's wing with this traced a curve line of a sinusoidal type
on the paper.

Exceptional precision was necessary in performing the ex-

periments, in order to obtain good results with such small objects.

The

number of wing oscillations, flight speed and the power of the insects
were determined. Slesarev invented special cinematographic iristallations
the insect's flight.
for taking the pictures of
At the Moscow Technical Training School he built a large rotating
machine for aerodynamic investigations.

Upon finishing the training school,

V.A. Slesarev was invited by Professor K. P. Boklevskiy to the Petersburg
"Automobile Life and Aviation", 1914, released 3, page 25, "Aero-and
Automobile Life", 1914, No. 6, page 22, No. 7, page 21
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Polytecbnical Institute for organization of an aerodynamic laboratory

there.

Then he headed up a new laboratory and conducted there a number

of original investigations, a result of which was the product for the
F-

large "Svyatogor" airplane.
Up to 1913, the first design works of V. A. Slesarev on airplanes
included the following.
The Slesarev "Neuport" of 19141 was an improved modification of
the "Neuports-IB" with a "Gnome" 70 hp engine.

The wing span was some-

what decreased and a different propeller was installed.
increased up to 110 km/h.

The speed was

The airplane was not accepted.

The Slesarev "Farmaneof 1914 was the modification of the "1armanXVI", in which the condola was raised upward, almost to the upper wing.
They did not succeed in testing the airplane, since during take-off it
nosed over and broke apart.
It is known that still in 1913, V. A. Slesarev designed and began
construction of an airplane with transmission of power from the engine
to two propellers.
The "4oris Farman" trainer on floats was put out by the Lebedev

239/

plant in several copies for the school of naval aviation in 1916.2
The two-tail "Khioni" (Andava type VKh).

The airplane was installed

on floats by V. N. Khioni in the summer of 1917.
the "Albatross" type.

The floats were of

-

During one of the testing flight in Odessa on

"Automobile Life and Aviation", 1914, release 3, page 25, "Aero-and
Automobile Life", 1914, No. 6, page 22;
TsGVIA. f.208. op.l. d.724. 1.13a.
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No. 7, page 21

i

11 August Khioni broke the airplane apart during an unsuccessful landing
on the mirror surface of t.e quiet sea 1 .

During this, the passenger sit-

ting in the upper gondola fell out of it and drowned.
The S-XVI seaplane of I. I. Sikozskiy.

In 1916 one copy of this

airplane was sent on floats of the same type as the S-5a airplane.

The

seaplane was tested, but did not justify itself.
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Fig. 146: "Sea-Swan" Airpjane (1M-1)
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The S-XX float seaplane of I. I. Sikorskiy.
it was set on floats of the same type.

Ir

:...

In 1917 one copy of

The work was not completed and

the seaplane was not tested.
The Kostovich amphibian monoplane of 19162.

This was a two-place

flying boat, a braced parasol with floats beneath the wings.

The body

of the boat was flat-bottomed with a step and transom and was wide.

The

cabin was open, in front of the, ing.

The wing was of constant profile,

double-sparred with a linen covering.

Its span. was about 11 m. The

engine had a power of 100 hp (and was apparently an in-line type).
tail empennage was carried out over the transom of the boat.

The

On its sides

TsGVIA f.493, op.lO, d.117, 1.421; f.208, op. 1, d.S12, 1.179
2According to data of P. 1. Savinov -- a witness to construction of the

2 airplane, having contributed his earnings
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A.7were a wheeled undercarriage.

The airplane was not finished due to the

death of 0. F. Kostovich, who passO- away on 31 December 1916.
the naval department) aiplane1
The AIS (aviation testing state--,of

I4

The AIS was organized at the end of 1916 and the beginning of 1917 by the
naval ministry for testing seaplanes built by factcries and for conducting
scientific experiments in the area of naval aviation, and fo~r the intelligent acceptance of materiel and development of technical conditions for itr.
procurement.
At the AIS a design bureau located at the polytechnical institute, and
a test seaplane base at Krestovskoye Island in Petrograd were organized at
the end of 1916.

The design bureau of AIS was organized for planning ex-

perimental naval airplanes on a level with the factories.
At the head of MIS were marine e-igineers P. A. Shishkciv (chief) and
Surienkov (headng up the calculation and design part).

I

_____I

STsGYM, f.61, d.41, 11. 61,64,6b,, 69. d.43; 11.59,69
TsGAKA, f.28, op.l, d.19, 1.140
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CHAPTER IV
TiE STATE OF AVIATION ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRY
IN RUSSIA UP TO OCTOBER 1917

244/

Development of Design Elements in Airplanes of Russian Build
The development of airplane design is examined here begi ning with
1909-191", i.e. on the first years of the establishment of Russian aviation.

The airplanes which were created earlier are not discussed, since

they, with the exception of the airplane of A. F. Mozhayskiy, were sufficieutly fully examined in Chapter I, and we-e not finalized designs.
In accordance with the level of development and science and engineering in the period being examined almost all designs of Russian airplanes
could be included in the vjmber of braced wooden and mixed ones.

The wings

and fuselages of airplanes created by Russian designers were basically these.
The exception was only the wing cif the "Steglau No. 2" airplane, where a
working plywood skin was used.

Among fuselages the exception consisted of

designs of the monocoque type of which ten can be counted, namely: the
"Dolphin", S-9, "Anamon", "Anadis", Torpedo", "Swan-Monocoque",

Grand SwAn",

"AIS", "Kas)anenko %o. 5" and the Modrakh". There were also exceptiohe in
the form of frame constructions out of steel tubing with soldering or welding, which were used in the airplanes of the designs of
ikov, Orlov, and Subbotin.

Dokuchayev , Reb-

Besides this, their fuselages with a working

plywood skin along the entire length:

the "Stegan No. 2" and "Swnn" air-

planes, or only in the nosc part with a linen tail covering.
The longerons of a braced fuselage were usually made of pine, bcides
"
-v-f-rted_ -i.':
.-

,

.i_h .-.
er.e w'nde rjt
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n-f

sc-

ioined together .tith

miter joints and with the joints wrapped with tape using glue.

All braces

were also made out of pine, with the exception of those beneath the engines, which were ash.

The multitudinous joining parts were made approx-

imately according to a comon type (fig. 148,f) which had been arrived at
already in 1912 and with slight improvements exist.ing even now.

I

A

Before

this improvised primitive parts had been used.
The simplest type of these units were wooden or plywood linen-glued
plates, which were %.sed in the Kiev designs ("Sikorskiy cups"),

(fig. 148,a).

The end of the brace was inserted in the squars hole, and the plate itself
was set on the longeron with glue and on bolts, by which the bracing eyes
The "Farman" cups (see rig. 148,c) served the sume purpose.

were fastened.

In 1910-1911, units made out of a single plate, bending around the round
;ection of the fuselage longerons (see fig. 148,b) were also used in the
Kiev design.

Simple inserts were also used (see fig. 148, d).

Units which

were similar t. those described were also used in the wooden frames of airSometimes wiring bracing was fastened directly

planes without fuselages.
beneath the heads of bolts.

In the fuselages of the ','kuromets"

the braces

were doubled, there were two holes in the unit eyes, and welding was usually
used (see fig. 148, g).
The braces were made out of single strand wire and in certain cases
they were cable.

In each brace was a tender with a brass sleeve.

Since the

tenders were relatively expensive, during the first years, various homemade
devices were frequently used for stretching bracing wires, for instance,
spoke stretchers (see fig. 148, e) and brackets for them were a prototype
c-.

...

.

tI.waAa

hmi,

wipt.

The same formed braces of lenticular
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F

section were not mastered in Russia and came to us in 1917 in the English
"Sopwith Scout" airplanes.

In Russia already in 1911 the Kiev designers

installed two (and sonetines three) wire braces onebehind the other to
decrease frontal drag.

From 1912 they made fairings for pairs of such

wires (or cables) in the form of wooden slats, inserted between them,
with a common covering of linen.

This construction was then widely used

in the RBVZ airplanes and others.

It did not, however, go into series

pract.ce in other enterprises.

air1

Fig. 148:

Units of Braced Fuselages in Russian Airplines:
a--"Sikorskiy cups" b--early type of unit c--"Farman cups"
d--plate joints 3--early form of brace wire f--typical joints
g--joints of the "P4.romets"
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Transmittal of control in early Russian airplanes up to 1912-1913,
was usually made with wire, and later with cable.
were finished with braiding into an eye.

The art of braiding small dia-

meter cables was mastered very rapidly by us.
which had long been in use abroad

--

The ends of the cable

Other forms of finishing

clamps, twisting and soldering

--

were almost never encountered.
In the area of wing design the Russian engineers were original.
Wings and empennages with a working (in particular, plywood) covering
were built for the first time and the wing for the large airplanes of
1915-1915 were built for the first time in Russia. Typical contours
of wings in plan and their profiles are given in figures 149 and 150.

I

9,

II

4d

CTS

CI 0

A-

Fig.

149:

Wing Contours of Russian Airplanes
Ke on paoe 83
u
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II
Fig. 150:

Profiles of Russian Airplane Wings

Key- (Figs. 149 and 150)
a--Nozhayskiy
b-t4noplanes
c--Kudashev-3
d--Stegan No. 2
e--Anade
f--Dolphin
g--II'ya Muromets C
h--I1'ya Huromets F-2

L

~i--Svyatogor
j--Farman- rV

k--'AMde", "Swans"
The design of the spars

The wings were almost always double-spar.

4

changing from a simple pine beam (or even a bamboo stick), and through
milling, I-beau and hollow section moved toward the box section with plywood walls and plates out of pine or a stronger wood (rarely) which was
commonly accepted later (fig. IS1,a).

The plywood was fastened to the

shelves with glue, screws and nails.

They began to ma1ke holes for air

only in 1916 (on the 'Muromets"). Design of ribs %s generally uniform

--

a plywood wall with lightening holes and pine plates with a slot into which.
the edges of the plywood went with glue and small nail: or screws into the
plywood edge (see fig. lSI,b).
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Fig. ISI:

Elements of Wing Design in Russian Airplanes:
a--section of spars b--typical rib c--section of
strut and braces d--joint with conic bolts
e-- reinforced Gakkel' strut f--streamlining of
paired wires with a lath g--struts of the "Svyatogor"
airplane

Ailerons were already used in Russian designs since 1910 and moved
fully into practice in 1912, while many French airplanes ("Moraines" and
others) still in 1916 retained warping (gauching [Fr. gauchir-to warp])of
the wings.

In a number of cases the Russian designers reworked the wings

of French airplanes, replacing the gauchos with ailerons, especially in
the "Neuport-IV" airplanes.
The designs of wing cell struts and tail frames was established very
early (see fig. 1Sl,c).

The first form was wooden beams of rectangular
-84-

section, and almost immediately behind it was beams of round section,
lenticular, streamlined, bamboo stick, and then pipes without streamlining and with streamlining (Ya. 4. Gakel', 1909).

To avoid bending

of the struts of streamlined sections, they begin to glue them out of
two boards, and in 1912, they began to make them hollow.

The connection

of the two halves was done on plywood strips 5 am wide, inserted with
glue into slots which were milled in the strut halves.
gakkell struts appear.

The reinforced

The types of wing cell struts came full circle

with the mammoth struts of the "Svyatogor" airplane of original section,
which were very light and rational.

The ends of the strut were finished

in welded cups, while up to 1911 they were sometimes simply inserted in
sockets in the joints.
Steel tubes for wing cell struts and frame constructions and also
for the wing spars of the "Farman" and "Voisin" airplanes were scarce in
Russia and were almost unused in our designs.

However, soldering and

welding them in butt joints were accomplished in Russia generally later
than in other countries. Examples where the airplanes of Dokuchayev, Rebikov and Steglau.
Ball bearings as imported product: were almost not used in Russian
airplanes.
In the area of airplane undercarriage design, Russia was in a visible
place.

A. F. Mozhayskiy used wheels in the models and in his airplane,

and in 1910, A.F. Kudashev constructed an original arched undercarriage-the prototype for standard undercarriages with a through axle, guides for
if and bungee cord shock absorption.
for giant airplanes.

in 1913 an undercarriage was built

The undercarriage of V. 4. Ol'khovskiy essentially
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r!
improved the original models of French undercarriages of those airplanes.
All joints in Russian airplanes are made out of sheet steel, usually
with welding and were fastened to the wooden frame with bolts.

VI

Sometimes

conic bolts were used, for example in the 'Yiromets" (see fig. lSl,d).

[

Duralumin was absolutely absent in Russian designs.

They knew it

from the literature and it was an imported and war trophy airplanes, but
in Russia it (like aluminum) was not produced, and it had no allies.
were also no forged and stamped parts, and no plastics.

There

Engine cowlings,

small fairings and sections of skin in points which were dangerous from the
point of view of fire were made of sheet aluminum.
Since 1912, "emalite" -- a nitrocellulose lacquer, first appearing in
France, became the commonly used and best covering in Russian airplanes.
assured remarkable tightness of the linen.

It

However, emalite as airplane

dope, as it came to be called here, was too expensive and therefore cheaper
forms of covering continued to be used for many years hence.
Rubber impregnated linen was used in a number of early airplanes and
then the covering was superfluous.

For airframes, however, a skin and cover-

ing which was much lighter and cheaper was required.

And here the method was

discovered of covering the linen with starch (sizing), i.e. potato flour diluted in hot water. This covering provided satisfactory tightness of the
linen and was cheaper.

It dissolved and washed off from moisture and rain,

but it could be very rapidly renewed.

Therefore, for trainer airplanes of

older types this starch covering continued to exist up to 1916.
In Kiev, they began to use in place of
invention of mechanic V. S. Panasyuk:

starch a hot mixture" -- an

a glue solution out of fiture glue

and drying oii, thinned with denatured alcohol.
-86-

Te linen coverig was soaked

J

[

with this emulsion and when it hardened and dried out the linen tightened

F

rather well.

Then it was covered with yacht (resin) lacquer.

After this

the covering was sometimes treated with pumice and again covered with lacquer.

L

A very fine and stable covering was obtained.

tightness of the linen was ideal, but in moisture, and also during the
night it sagged.
patent":

[

In good weather the

There was another composition, the so-called "Sikorskiy

the hot mixture of drying oil with alcohol and yacht lacquer.

With it the tightness was good, but the flexibility created disturbed warp:

ing.
Another composition for non-coubustal covering of linen can be named
out of the early coverings:

resin lacquer (from moisture), gelatin and salt.

N2

Another composition was starch with calcium bichromate (orange crystals).
Another composition under the name "navazhka" was used, but now no one remembers of what it was made.

2

In practice in the Russia., plants in 1915, one coat of the so-called
Koch's airplane dope (nitrocellulose) was used and a-coat of No. 17 lacquer
(oil) was used along it.

This Koch's airplane dope was named for Koch--

owner of the Dorogomilovskiy plant in Moscow, evacuated from Riga in 191S.
In 1918 they begin to manufacture there A-N (nitrocellulose) and Al-Ts
(celluloid) airplane dopes for the first coat, and from 1924 they also manufactured second coat airplane dope -- the light AP-k (brush) of protective
coloring and pale blue (for the lower surface of airplanes).
planes were absolutely original Russian products.
skis in the world for his airplane in 1909.

Yu.

Skis for air-

Kremp built the first

The first official experiments

with skis were conducted in the winter of 1910-19ii at a 'Sebastopol sckool
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by Captain (junior grade) Kedrin and Lieutenant Piotrovskiy.
cording to their plan were manufactured by the Akstman plant.
Dp
were fastened to the undercarriage wheels.

Skis acThe skis

s e ful
s1
The tesls were successful

~Designer N. R. Lobanov in 1912 propoied that the upper side of the ski
runners and a large part of the cabane be enclosed in a fairing.
was gradually accepted for all skis.

This

He also proposed a tail stabilizer

for sk-. eliminating lowering of their noses and replacing the guy wires.
The test- ;ere successful 2 , but this ideal is not accepted, since there
was no confidence in the failure-free operation of the stabilizer and the
guy wires always remained.

The fairings of the upper sides of the skis

were initially made of linen on a frame, and then out of thin plywood with
glued linen and their frame became load-bearing for strengthening the undersides of the skis.

The cabane, originally wooden, began to be made

welded with steel tubing.

The basic parameter, defining the dimensions

of the skis -- the load per 1 m2 of th,.ir dimensional area -- changed in
the direction of a gradual increase.
used 300-350 kg/m 2 and the

In the first skis of the times, they

'ftromets" the load on the skis reached 900 kg/. 2 .

The relative length of the skis, i.e. relationship of their length to their
width, was from 15 in the very earliest skis up to 3 in the very largest
one s.

LIn

Russian airplane building a number of examples can be observed of
"Sebastopol Aviation Illustrated Journal'," 1911, No. 11, 30 January
"To Sport !", 1913, No. 3 page 7
"Acro-and Automobile Life", 1913, No. 6, pp. 11-14
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the fact that the designers consistently developed a definite line of
t

gradual improvement of their first airplane, as a rule, acheiving positive results.

This is the way the Russian designers.Gakkel', Sikorskiy,

Grigorovich and Villish progressed.
In the wirks of Ya. M. Gakkell (fig. 152) an exceptionally well
expressed in the development of his airplanes from type to type is visible.
The matter progressed toward development of superb reconnaissance planes -the fuselage biplane and a strut monoplane. I. I. Sikorskiy over the three
F

years of his activity travelled a path from a primitive frame biplane with
a power of 15 hp up to the giant airplane "Russian Champion" and "Il'ya
Muromets" (fig. 153),a path of sequential development of the layout of a
multistrut biplane, which for those times was the only one possible for
large airplanes.
The development of the flying boats of D. P. Grigorovich (fig. 154)
went along the line of developing a three-strut biplane on the body of a
boat and was completed wih creation of the large MK-I seaplane.

A. Yu.

Allish developed his three flying boats well, but was hampered by the erroneous idea of [end of text].
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